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EDITORS’ STATEMENT
The Phoenix staff adopted “Intertwined” as the theme for this year’s edition because of the 
multiple interpretations the word conjures—community being the main focus. The cover 
design artist, Victoria Gutierrez, was inspired by the association of the theme with the 
imagery of twine and thread weaving together, much like tapestry, with each individual strand 
working congruently towards a greater design. It seemed to represent not only the ideology of 
acceptance and human connection, but also the notion of intertwining oneself with one’s art.

“Monster,” a work of creative non-fiction, exemplifies this ideology as it integrates the 
internalized conflicts of the past and the present in regards to what it means to “be a man” 
in society. The poem, “an imagining of the artist devoured,” embodies the consuming nature 
of writing, whereby art becomes knitted into the essence of a person. In a self-portrait called 
Hair, the artist shows an image of box braiding a black girl’s hair, encompassing the rich black 
culture in braiding hair. It is also how her family connected with one another despite coming 
from different ethnic backgrounds. Goddess is an intricate fine-tip pen drawing that laces 
together the strength of the female spirit with femininity while celebrating the expression of 
women’s diversity as well as women themselves.

Keeping in mind the idea of acceptance in this year’s edition of Phoenix, it felt right to include 
an interview with Lacy Davis, author of Ink and Water, a graphic memoir that explores her 
internal struggle for self-acceptance and her battle with mental illness. Take a look into the 
complexities of cohesively combining art and literature together as Davis discusses her journey 
with feminism and the importance of body positivity.

Clark College promotes tolerance in diversity of background and personal identity. That 
knowledge made the deeper meaning of community and inclusiveness behind “Intertwined” 
increasingly important, especially in light of today’s societal obstacles. While art and literature 
are often expressions of ourselves, they are just as often used as a medium to mirror the 
injustice that we feel. So, naturally, it is often the job of artists—writers, actors, directors, 
painters, etc.—to bring forward society’s flaws during times when no one else can, when no 
one else is willing, when such flaws have become wrongfully normalized. Times like now.

It is our hope that the works of art and literature we have selected are a reflection of such 
truths and emotion, but most importantly, that they bring us together through our shared love 
for both. During this time it is imperative that we stand together, because it is not the works 
of art alone that create change, but the work of all the people that believe in them.

Christianne Verzosa 
Phoenix Fiction Editor

Phoenix is published annually by the Associated Students of Clark College in collaboration 
with the Art and English Departments. All contributors, editors, and volunteers are members 
of the Clark College community. Anyone who is a student, alumni, or faculty/staff member in 
the year of publication is eligible to submit work for possible inclusion.

Submissions are chosen through a blind process by a selection committee composed of 
students, faculty, and Phoenix staff. We accept submissions online at www.clarkphoenix.com.

Copyright ©2018 by the Associated Students of Clark College and the individual 
contributors. No portion of this publication may be reproduced in any form without express 
permission of the individual contributor.

Phoenix is a non-profit publication for the sole benefit of Clark students and is distributed on 
campus. Phoenix is not available for purchase.

$0.00 (Priceless) 
Send inquiries to: 
Associated Students of Clark College 
1933 Fort Vancouver Way 
Vancouver, WA 98683

fax: 360-992-2828 
email: phoenix@clark.edu 
web: www.clarkphoenix.com
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The True Brave Are Not Free, Heidi Schneider 83
Tiny Universe, Lindsay Roszko 93
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Beyonder, Tyson Palmour 101
Twisted Together, Sara Hildebrandt 117
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DRAWING & ILLUSTRATION
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Ideas combine, linking words and images, 
Uniting authors and artists together,

INTERTWINED
Together, artists and authors unite images and words, 

Linking, combining ideas.
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GOING INTO THE FOREST 
Joshua Holtz

FALLING DOWN A  
NEVERENDING STAIRCASE 
Lissa McCarty

SONG OF THE NIGHT 
Connor Wier

ONE MAN BAND 
Bryce Van Patten

I DON’T WANT WAR,  
 I WANT REVENGE 

Miguel Rolon-Barboza
Listen at ClarkPhoenix.com 

IN A FLASH  
Ruby-Anne Chapman

MARCH OF THE DICE 
Joel Halnan

ONWARD AND UPWARD  
Sarah Long

PIG VS RADIO 
Tia West

SNAKEHEAD 
Bryce Van Patten

THE LAKE 
Andrea Ashmore

VIDEO
FEATURED ON CLARKPHOENIX.COM

MUSIC
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HAIR
Chloe King
Oil on Canvas  
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To-do list tucked under a fluffy sheep magnet, 

On the shiny white fridge, 

Shaping the minutes of the day: 

Buy clothes (A tiny pink dress drapes over the marble counter) 

Buy bottles (Rubbery, they stand alert in the cabinet) 

Decorate nursery (Streaks of purple giggle across the walls) 

Find teddy bear (Brown, plump, and fuzzy, it sleeps in the nursery). 

Everything on the list is 

Checked off.

To-do list shoved under a homemade dog magnet, 

On the chocolate-pudding smeared fridge, 

Shaping the minutes of the day: 

Buy a new backpack (A purple Barbie one waits by the door) 

Buy pencils (The 24-pack becomes 23) 

Do Macy’s laundry (The little girl wears a frilly pink dress) 

Make sure the teddy bear is left at home (The little girl pouts). 

Everything on the list is 

Checked off.

To-do list attached by a Bank of America magnet, 

On the gleaming pink fridge, 

Shaping the minutes of the day: 

Buy invitations (A stack of envelopes crinkles on the table) 

Buy tissues (A fresh packet shudders in a pocket) 

Help Macy choose a dress (Strapless and white, it bounces in the closet) 

Pack up Macy’s things (A teddy bear slumps at the top of the box). 

Everything on the list is 

Checked off.

To-do list tacked on by a plain black magnet, 

On the dimming pink fridge, 

Shaping the minutes of the day: 

Buy black dress (One limps in the hall closet) 

Buy tissues (A packet crumples in a pocket)  

Donate to the cancer society (A large check is in the mail) 

Put Macy’s teddy bear in the living room (It stares from his perch on the mantel). 

Everything on the list is 

Checked off.

To-Do List 
By Erica Beauchamp

FANCIFUL BOTANIC
Joanna Lafayette

Graphite on Paper

POETRY
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NOT JAMES FRANCO
Ray Bennett 
Oil on Glass

WILDFLOWER
Natalie Golub

Digital Photography  
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yellow was my favorite color 
when i was a girl. 
i ate from yellow plastic plates with  
plastic yellow forks, 
it was an easy kind of innocence.

the trees on the road leading out of my town were yellow in autumn, 
not gold, 
but bright, aureolin yellow 
my father made colors— 
he called it py40,  
my mother called it  
a happy color. 

all of the happy yellows have melted away,  
a bleeding watercolor, 
leaving behind those dying trees, 
the yellow stripe of gold inlaid in my father’s old wedding band 
that i took  
from my mother’s vanity 
after he left.

this year,  
she planted sunflowers in the backyard,  
so that they would bloom, and we could be happy to look at them, 
with their bright yellow petals, 
but when they grew, they towered above the fence, 
and their petals weren’t yellow at all.

these sunflowers grew in blood red— 
my father, who made colors for a living, 
said that blood red is a blue red.

my friend, who i swear knew everything— 

py40
By Lynnie McIlvain

he told me that the iron in hemoglobin  
makes our blood red.

he wore dog tags, 
the kind which would one day, 
with age and wear, 
rub away into gold. 

he reminded me of the sunflowers after  
the end of the season took their petals away; 
all of that red, now just blood splatter on the ground—  
the corolla-less stalk rising up over me, 
heavy head swaying with the summer breeze, 
as though i were the fence. 

that is to say  
he watched everything over the top of me.

it could have been the iron in our blood— 
just the iron, 
not the hemoglobin at all— 
two magnets pushing and pushing and  
repelling,  
until eventually we shoved apart. 

perhaps that’s why he went away, 
leaving behind only the memory of that  
limoncello liqueur  
that i spilled on his bed  
when he leaned into me; 
it stained a pale, pastel yellow, 
after he left. 

POETRY
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STREETS
Radoslaw Hankiewicz
Digital Photography  
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out of the attic 

you heave out the pot 

you add the fresh flowers 

but fresh they are not

I’ve watered those flowers 

both morning and night 

never once did I know 

you did it for spite

I won’t utter a word 

of what really goes on 

that you hoard them away 

as soon as grandma is gone

the flowers came alive 

when grandma departed 

you planted perennials 

real flowers of scarlet

I’ll never water your flowers 

although your change was drastic 

not until I hear an apology 

for making me water the plastic

I’ve Watered Those Flowers
By Jennifer Urban

STREETS
Radoslaw Hankiewicz
Digital Photography  

POETRY
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MOUNTAIN TO VALLEY AND BACK AGAIN
Allie Correia
Monoprint

BANGLADESH
Larissa Baldwin-Dillon

Digital Illustration
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I am air. I am a cloud. 
A collection of floating droplets 
Condensed molecules like galactic clusters 
Gathered around me  
Gathered around you

I enrobe myself in the surrounding air  
And grow 
See my expanse,  
See my puffy illusion 
See right through me 
C, the speed of light

I am a tree. I am a deer.  
I am that thing until I become something else 
I am amorphous, shapeless, legless movement 
I am a rigid cube of neutronium,  
Locked between gravity’s crush and my exploding heart.

I am rain, when the weight of my surroundings  
becomes too much. 
I condense myself and descend,  
or condescend 
Until I am reflected on the surface of a calm lake,  
A shimmering mirror image, my time is short. 

You are dust. A spooling mass of whirling matter.  
Your body caked in mud and toil,  
Curse your ancestors, erect temples, and grow food.  
Bleed into the ground and armies will rise. 
Plant stones and the cities will flourish. 
Build spires to pierce my membranes. 
I am a cloud, a dark threatening cloud, 
Casting a shadow and pulling all into myself until the rain . . . 

I am a snowflake, unique and special. 
I melt, become rain again, and water, and rise to the sky . . .

I am air. I am a cloud.  
A collective of tiny droplets floating free in the sky above.  
I am rain. 
See me drop on fields of wheat. 
See my expanse swell and nourish the floodplain,  
See me grow your food.

See me kiss the cursed dust off your feet. 

Rain Totem 
By Randal Houle

PEACE WITH NATURE
Vicki Hastay
Acrylic on Canvas

POETRY
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OPULENCE
Ro Balagat
Digital Illustration

GODDESS
Lindsey Bentz

Ink on Paper
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Tick + ticking + ticking surely on, 

The clock warns students of toil at dawn.

Incessantly, the galaxies shout, 

“Come and watch me twirl about!”

They know their wonder, those prissy balls, 

All decked in silver, like overgrown dolls.

Cross the quiet house I quickly creep, 

While subconscious snoring sisters sleep.

Cruel asphalt claws + biting wind scathes, 

As I sprawl on one-seventy eighth.

Above my head, the Archer bends bow, 

Aiming for the unpierceable Leo.

Light years away from my dusty garage,  

stars seem as real as a desert mirage.

We’ve shared secrets, blankie + stars + I, 

Whispered through the still and silent sky.

Though numb noses whine convincingly, 

at twelve:fifty-six, wonder with me.

Media Nox
By Anika Jatho

TOTALITY
Peter Williams

Digital Photography

POETRY
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You. 

You told me to 

Reach for the 

Stars . . . did you know it’d be 

This lonely? It’s 

Freezing up here with these 

Comets and asteroids, and 

I’d kill for some 

Hot chocolate, but 

I abandoned my rocket 

Ship and crew for something 

Better to do. Now I’m 

Floating around the 

Universe alone; all I want is 

Home. I can see the 

Earth from here, so high above the 

Atmosphere. I’m the man on the  

Moon with 

Nothing to do. Who knew that 

Venus wasn’t any good to talk to? 

Did you?

Stars
By Samantha Brooks

STARS
Taylor Olson
Digital Photography

POETRY
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WHAT WE USED TO HAVE
Cy’aira Shotwell
Silver Gelatin Prints

NINE DEVILS
Brina Blackwell
Charcoal and Oils on Wood Panel 
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I sat there and watched my three-year-old cry. The state had called me in the 
week before to be his worker, but I never knew I would be facing defeat like this. 
I wanted to comfort him because I could see that he was in pain and frustrated, 
but I could not get my body to move the way it should. I was stumped and  
conflicted, unable to bring peace to the storm that erupted before me. I watched 
him cry as my heart sunk low. The monster I was bred to be sat silently, growing 
in the shadows.

All my life, I was force-fed the phrase “men don’t cry,” usually met with a 
crippling blow to the chest if I would even let out a whimper. The rule was that 
if a child cried, you punished it; if a boy cried, you broke him of it. This rule was 
not one that many children were able to grasp. As they discovered their emotions 
through day-to-day activities, crying still stood as the voice of something being 
wrong. Unfortunately, my family refused to accept this. Through sheer power and 
masculinity, the men felt justified in their actions as they turned me into the man 
they needed me to be.

I reached out my hand to brush the child’s arm as tears rolled down his face. 
The piercing wails of his screams echoed throughout the room and vibrated 
against my core. I remembered moments of my past where I sat in front of my 
stepfather and cried, unable to understand the man that stood before me. As 
my hand grazed this child’s—this boy’s—arm, a sudden shock forced me to pull 
my hand back. The jolt of a memory clawed its way into my head as my child-
self collapsed to the floor as the wind left my lungs. A stone-like fist hovered in 
the air where my small body stood, and I fought back the tears as the memory 
became more vivid. But every time I opened my eyes, I was met by the child.  As 
he screamed, his voice became my voice, his pain, my pain. I felt my blood boil for 
the monsters that stood before me. 

The child’s pain and frustration echoed into my heart as the words, “men don’t 
cry” were followed by, “Stop crying or I’ll give you something to cry about.” As I 

Monster
By David Bradley

MONSTER
David Bradley
Digital Photography

CREATIVE NON-FICTION
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sat there, those words ran rampant in my head, and as I gazed into the face of this 
child, I saw the pain of a child that would lie there on the floor, cowering beneath 
the man that stood above him. His fist would be balled, and his tattoos would 
grip his masculine body like a scar torn into the earth. His wrath was sometimes 
endless, and his fury burned like a cane field in a high wind. His hand reached 
down to take me by the neck as he then stood me to my feet. His voice rippled 
into my ears as my eyes went dark. Within seconds, everything was black.

I remember reading and hearing about how strong men had to be. That any 
form of emotion or sensitivity was detrimental to their being. I was coached on 
how girls did not desire “bitch-ass” men and that in order to be considered a 
mate, you had to dominate at everything and over everyone. If a girl hit you, you 

were supposed to “suck it up.” By defending 
yourself or snitching, you were deemed a 
“pussy.” But if another boy hit you, you were 
to break him. As my stepfather would put it, 
“stomp a mudhole in his ass and walk it dry.” 

The road to becoming a man became 
worse when I was alone with the brother of my mother’s friend. It was late at 
night, and he had an itch he could not scratch. He slid across the pullout bed to 
the spot where I was sitting as I played a video game. I was stuck on a level and 
unable to progress to the next stage. He took his hand and caressed my arm as he 
licked his lips. Hot breath crept down the back of my neck as I felt his presence 
next to me. He then reached down and touched my hand, whispering that he 
knew how to get past that level. As I sat there and listened, paralyzed with fear, 
I imagined my safe place being constructed even more as the promise of getting 
past the level was met with the suggestion of playing a game with him. His only 
request was that I stay quiet and not say anything to anybody. There was another 
boy with me that night who agreed to it first, and as his hand rubbed up against 
my 7-year-old chest, everything darkened and I hid in the depths of my mind.

Both men helped push me into a dark place where I knew my love of freedom 
could not exist. I was formed into a villain that most women would then see me 
as, formed into the monster I had feared as a child. I felt myself split as another 
presence stepped forth to shield me from any more danger. The boy in me became 
imprisoned, and the monster was just starting to learn his name. 

I opened my eyes again to seeing the boy’s big brown eyes glazed with tears. His 
voice still rippled with screams as he cried for his grandpa. I felt alone and helpless 
as I struggled to keep him quiet so that he did not disturb the other children in the 
room. I felt as helpless as I did the moment I went to live with my grandmother 
and what it meant to be a man took precedence over my life yet again.

My memory took me back to when I became a preteen, and I lived in an 
all-white community. Much like this child who was screaming before me, I was 
the only person of color besides my uncle. My grandmother could pass as white 
because her skin tone was fair, but my uncle and I couldn’t blend in if our lives 
depended on it. It was in this community where I learned fully what it meant to 
be a man in society. On one hand, I had moved here to get away from the mon-
ster that tormented me as a child. On the other hand, I had come to learn that 
men weren’t the only monsters that young boys had to fear. 

My uncle started off as the brother I had always wanted. Someone who was 
older than me, stronger than me, but still close enough to my age to understand 
me. He would walk me to school, play games with me, and even be the best friend 
that I needed. Much like this child, I needed someone consistent in my life; I 
needed someone who cared. 

Up until this moment, I was so used to adult men forcing their ideals upon me 
that I began to internalize that there was something wrong with me. From having 
my stepfather beat me into submission to my mother’s friend’s brother teaching 
me a new way to be a man, I started to form this idea that who I was didn’t mat-
ter and that it was my job to be what everyone else wanted me to be. 

With the girl next door, this proved to be true. She made me realize that my 
body was nothing more than a tool for someone else’s gain and that being a monster 
had less to do with someone’s gender as much as it had to do with their mentality. 
It was with her that I learned how to give women sexual favors. I realized, again, 
that my life didn’t matter. What seemed like a new beginning soon turned out to 
be a sequel to a horror film. I watched myself learn how to disassociate my emo-
tions from my reality and separate my pain from my responsibility. I crafted this 
safe space in my head that I filled with things I loved and adventures I would take 
around the world and into other galaxies, as I was coerced into kneeling to give 
her the attention that others would not. 

My uncle soon lost his position as my best friend when he started developing 
traumas of his own. His body began to “Hulk Out” as his mind battled with the 
voices that whispered sweet lies into his ears. Somehow, my voice became tangled 
up into the madness and no amount of screaming for my grandmother could 
change the nights where I would wake up to another monster hovering over me. I 
became so afraid of living in a reality where violence and abuse were forced upon 
you that I began to wish that I was anybody but myself. I became trapped in a 
world where, like this child, I was wrapped in a blanket not of my choosing, being 
cradled by a person I did not want to see. 

As I was revisiting the memory of when I had to escape my uncle through a 
window, the child slammed his head into my face and brought me back into the 

Within seconds,  
everything was black.
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moment. His screams grew louder as he stretched out his body, and his cries for 
“Mommy” echoed as we were both trapped in a cave not of our making. As soon 
as he was able to free his hand, a fierce swoop flew across my face and my glasses 
went flying. I reached over to grab his hands, but the second he was able to free 
his other one he began swinging violently as he fought off the monster that sat 
before him. Frustration and pain were written across his face, and I held onto his 
body for dear life, attempting to keep him from further harming himself, or me, 
as he attempted to push himself away. I could feel the piercing stares of the wom-
en who sat behind me, judging me for my failure. I felt embarrassed, humiliated 
as their whispers snuck beneath his screams. I felt like the “other” even more as I 
attempted to rock this child to sleep. I could feel their glares of shame stabbing 
me in the back as I tried to regain control of a losing battle. My mind began to 
look at the ways I was different from the rest of them, how my skin color and 
gender couldn’t make me any more diverse. My memories ran back to the first 
time I felt this way among women who were nothing like me, but before the 
memory could open, his hands reached again.

My reflexes caused me to catch them this time 
as he flailed them around in the air. To keep him 
safe, I turned my body to make it harder for him to 
outstretch his hand. His voice ruptured the atmo-
sphere as he let out another battle cry, and he broke 
his hands free just to wrap them around my throat. 
I could feel him using all of his strength to dig his 

nails in deep, and once he realized that his tactic wasn’t working, he flung his 
arms back again, screaming for his mom.

I closed my eyes and begged for him to fall asleep. With as much energy as 
he had exhausted from his tiny body, I felt that he had to be close to that point 
of no return. I could feel anger starting to rise inside of me as my stepfather’s 
voice whispered in my head. I could hear him telling me again,“men don’t cry,” 
and I could see his solution to the problem. I shook my head to clear the feeling, 
but I couldn’t help but question if he was right. Was causing a young boy’s pain 
through abuse and torture the only way to get him to fall in line? Did breaking 
little boys, as he had broken me, truly pose as the solution to giving women the 
men that they desired in life? 

I watched as I failed this child, just like I failed myself, and continued to fail 
again and again. I pictured myself as the monster from my childhood as this child 
screamed, and I could feel myself fighting back the tears the younger me never 
got the chance to release. The switch in my head between being a man and being 
human clicked violently back and forth as I wrestled with my humanity and with 

my current situation. It was as if a dam was cracking under pressure, and I was 
doing what I had to, to prevent the waterworks from gushing. I feared becoming 
even less of a man in front of these women, who had their minds made up about 
me and who I was. 

My patience began to run thin, and I tapped my heel against the floor and 
vibrated my leg, trying to regain control of my body. The monster stood directly 
over my memories, breathing heavily on the back of my neck, and for a second, 
I was back in a dark moment. I watched from my living room as my stepfather 
shoved my 8-year-old-self up against the wall and smacked me vigorously. He 
then instructed me to go downstairs, take my pants off, and wait. I cried as I 
looked over at the phone, knowing that by just pressing three numbers, my life 
would have been spared. But instead of doing so, I watched as he opened the door 
to the right and closed it behind me.

I followed him down to a room where I watched my stepfather towering over 
me again. One hand grabbed my small arm; the other swung a piece of leather that 
tore my skin open as it impacted and broke free. I could hear myself screaming as 
the burning sensation was met by a chilling wind, and another rush from the 
leather struck my backside as his anger increased. I remembered wishing for 
someone, anyone, to come to my rescue, but like this boy before me, nobody 
listened. My skin began to shred, and my blood began to fuse with my sweat. I 
tried to get away, but his grip was fierce, and his control was immense. He swung 
me around to keep me off balance, so that the belt would devour my skin even harder. I 
screamed for my mother, hoping that somebody would hear me, but in the end I was 
left alone with my monster, and I watched as he beat me into submission once again. I 
could never forget the red stain my blood left on my uniform pants as my stepfather 
paraded me around to his friends, showing off the child he had just conquered.  

My eyes opened upon the child before me, eyes glazed over with tears and a 
face flushed with exhaustion. Time ceased to exist as his eyes met mine. It was 
as if I were looking into my own eyes as I observed one of the final memories of 
myself crying, and his voice began to diminish. I imagined that at some point, 
during all the physical, mental, and sexual pain, somebody had reached out and 
saved me. There would be no more crying as pain embraced my body and mind. 
I could see in this boy’s eyes that defeat was inevitable. And like my own eyes, I 
could read that in time, monsters wouldn’t be able to hurt him ever again. 

As his voice struggled to reach out again, this time instead of calling for his 
mom, he called for his dad. It was a switch that I wasn’t expecting, triggering a 
memory that I had previously believed was long gone. As he called for his dad, I 
remembered the last time I stopped wishing for mine. It pained me to hear this 
child cry out for his father, because deep down I knew he would never come. 

It was my job to be 
what everyone else 
wanted me to be.
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His voice echoed, as he repeated the word “daddy,” and again I felt conflicted 
between letting him cry and attempting to shut him up again. The monster my 
stepfather made rubbed its hands against the corners of my mind, and I knew 
that the cycle of violence had to end somewhere. I did not want him to lose his 
humanity, as I had lost mine so long ago, but I also knew that as he grew older, he 
would be set apart in this world. I knew that he would be deemed less than. As 
tears ran down his face again, and the cries for his “daddy” grew larger, I thought 
of the moment I first met my dad, the moment I believed my life would be  
forever changed.

It was in an elevator in a courthouse, during the middle of a school day. My 
mother had picked me up early so that I could spend the day with her as she ran 
a few errands. We stopped at a large building in the heart of downtown Oakland, 
where we took the elevator to one of its top floors. At the time, I believed we 
were there for her job, but later on I found out that she was there to renegotiate 
child support. 

I never entered the courtroom. Instead, I sat in the hallway playing my Game 
Boy. As she exited the room, a man exited with her. I was unsure of who he was, 
but I didn’t pay much mind to it since I was always told to stay out of grown folks’ 
business. On our way down from the courtroom and into the elevator, the man 
was introduced to me as my father. I remember feeling both excited and aston-
ished. I finally had the opportunity to look upon the face of the man I should 
have always been calling Dad. Joy swept across my face as a smile broke out, and I 
saw the chance to leave my safe space again. No longer did I have to be a monster. 
No longer did I have to come home to a monster. The moment of my happily ever 
after had come, and I was finally going to be rescued. 

By the time our conversation ended, I had found out I had siblings older and 
younger than me. I was promised a time when I could meet them, and even more, 
a time when I could get to know my dad. I was thrilled by the fact that a “real” 
man would finally walk before me and show me how to live life accordingly. As 
we said our goodbyes, I just knew that I’d see him again, and soon. 

From then on, I rushed home daily in hopes that I had missed a call from him 
so that I could call him back. Every week I asked my mother if he had called or 
if she had his number somewhere. My joy overshot the look of disappointment 
on her face when she would tell me “no” and then try to redirect my attention to 
something more positive. Eventually, however, the “no’s” began to take hold, and 
the monster that I thought would surely be defeated rose up again. 

In time, I realized he wasn’t going to come. His brief image faded into the 
back of my mind, and I remembered watching my brother cry as his father, my 
stepfather, began neglecting him. I remembered watching him sit in the window 

and cry for his father to return as my mother would try to get him to go to bed. I 
felt his pain in my chest. I knew what it felt like to have such a huge disappoint-
ment. Even though his father was my monster, his father was his hero, and at the 
time, nothing could change that. 

My mother then adopted the tactic of telling my little brother why he 
shouldn’t cry for his father. Her words weren’t just filled with “men don’t cry,” but 
also, “do you see your brother crying over his dad?” The question cut me deep each 
time, and just like I was taught, I refused to cry. I lied to my brother and told him 
that I didn’t cry for my father because I didn’t think about him, when the truth 
was, I thought about him every day. I thought about him so much that I attempt-
ed to find him online using the limited Internet access I had. But regardless of 
what I tried, I failed. I often found myself looking over at my brother at night, 
crying himself to sleep, and I wished for the tears to stop. I would then cover my 
head with my pillow, refusing to acknowledge the pain he was feeling, that I was 
feeling, because I knew that becoming a monster was inevitable.

“Daddy” slipped out of the three-year-old’s lips one last time. I took the closest 
blanket to him and embraced him. He laid his hand on my face and his watery 
eyes met mine once again. As he cried, he then moved one hand to his mouth as 
the other kept examining me. I took a deep breath and closed the box of memo-
ries that flooded my brain, and it was at that moment that I knew what I had to 
do. I looked across the room at another teacher and signaled for her to come over. 
As she stepped forward, I stood up to transfer the boy’s small body into her arms, 
and as he embraced her, his voice fell silent and his body relaxed. He was now 
calm, the battle was over. My hands still shook from the ordeal, and my legs were 
frozen, but I knew I had done the right thing by passing him off to somebody 
else, somebody more suitable for his care, somebody who would never allow him 
to become a monster like me. 

As she rocked him, he curled up into her body. I grabbed my bag from the 
table, looked at him one last time, and then stepped back and left the room. 
Maybe during another time, we would be able to see eye to eye. But for now, I 
knew what was best for him was somebody unlike me, somebody who wasn’t a 
monster. I pulled the door closed as she continued to rock him, and I found the 
thought crossing my mind, “It’s okay. He can cry.”
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Areas it’s wearing 

 through, creases formed. 

Brown body bending, 

 laces stained from 

puddles and life. 

 Travel the path home, hope 

seams hold tight, 

 heart holds together. 

Changing their cast, 

 contoured for no one. 

Soul 
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you told me stories 

that my mind 

couldn’t gather 

where our beginning 

and end collided 

unspoken assurance 

escaped through every word 

you claimed 

like a promise to indicate 

every mistake  

i made

i misplaced 

the exact moment  

when we kissed or  

the very day our bodies  

intertwined with one another 

the dates of birth and 

sequence of occasions from 

hours  

weeks  

a year 

faded in and out 

but i loved you  

with the deepest understanding 

and the clear  

white wash image 

of you 

has always left me in awe 

i felt everything too intensely  

and ever so gracefully 

and that is the one thing  

you will always 

forget

amnesia 
By Grace Willcox
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FICTION

I hate the hospital, but I have to come at least once a week, or they won’t let me 
keep my privileges. I spend the rest of my time doing at-home visits. My patients 
consist mostly of the one percent, the people who can afford never to leave their 
homes and can have the world brought to them. My coworkers call me “the pizza 
delivery doctor,” because I’m “at your home in thirty minutes or less.” 

Neil greets me as soon as I pass through the doors by practically shoving a latte 
into my stomach. Neil’s one of the few people I’ve met shorter than myself, yet he’s 
much thinner. He has the body of a teenage boy that quit halfway through puberty. 
He’s a nurse, but knows more and is quicker on his feet than half the doctors 
employed at St. Mary’s. 

“Dr. Connie, Mrs. Cloister is here for you,” Neil tells me as we walk. 
“I’m supposed to be in the clinic today,” I say.
“She is in the clinic.” 
I sigh. Pauline Cloister is a fine enough patient, a slight hypochondriac, but most 

of the time she just needs help with her insomnia. 
The clinic is small but open—white walls with shiny white tile floors that have 

absolutely no traction but allow blood to be wiped up easily. Pauline isn’t in a bed. 
Instead she stands next to one of the closed blue curtains used for patient privacy. 
As soon as she sees me enter, she launches herself forward. She reaches for my 
hands, so I swiftly move them behind my back. 

She stammers and mumbles, so frantic I can’t make out any of her words. I look 
to Neil, who has a knack for calming people down. He grabs her shoulders and 
steadies her body, looking directly into her eyes. 

“Haley,” escapes her mouth between her huffs and puffs. Neil and I exchange 
glances before lunging towards the curtain. We see her daughter, Haley Cloister, 17, 
with sweat covering every inch of her body; she’s pale as paper. 

The Human Condition  
By Amber Leckie

SEPARATION
Joanna Lafayette

Oil, Acrylic, and Paper on Canvas  
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to embarrass me, our whole family? It’s only a matter of time before everyone finds 
out.” She pauses. “Okay, yes, see you soon,” she says, and I tap on her shoulder. 

“Oh, God. Connie, you scared me.” She stands up, and it’s clear that she can read 
my face. “Oh, Bill is on his way.” I can tell her tone of voice is forced; I can tell she’s 
angry and prepared to take it out on me. I don’t mind though; it’s as much a part of 
my job as anything else. The only thing that bothers me is the requirement to keep 
my mouth shut. My opinions don’t matter, I repeat over and over in my mind.

 “We need to take Haley in for surgery,” I say. Pauline grabs my hands and I 
try not to flinch. “One of her kidneys is failing, and we need to remove it before 
the infection spreads to her other organs. It’s possible the other one won’t make 
it either, so we want to get you and your husband tested to see if you’re a viable 
match.” Her eyes widen, taken aback by the level of seriousness the situation now 
requires. Without an appropriate verbal response, she just nods. 

◆
The surgery was successful thanks to Haley’s father, who was a match. When 

Haley starts to wake up from her groggy state, I take a moment alone with her 
before telling Pauline, and that’s when she tells me what really happened. 

Haley did indeed want to terminate the pregnancy. When 
her mother’s religious views got in the way of that, Haley took 
matters into her own hands. Her boyfriend sold a stereo, some 
baseball cards, etc. to pay for what could be called a “back-alley 
abortion,” something that I have never seen the results of in 
person and hope never to see again. 

“My mother hates me,” Haley says. “She’s never going to let 
me live this down.” I see a flash of my mother’s face–the thin hair that I inherited 
and the harsh hazel eyes that emit constant disapproval–while she continues. The 
sympathy in my gut grows. 

“She probably won’t, but I don’t think she’s capable of hating you,” I say. 
“You don’t know her. She’s so critical of everyone, especially me.” It’s strange, the 

connection I feel to her right now. I’m usually quite good at distancing myself. Most 
doctors would be confused that after a life-threatening experience the patient’s first 
concern is her mother’s reaction, but I understand. 

“But I do know mothers . . . ” I start, getting more personal, but I don’t know 
where I’m taking it. I stop. “If something like this happens again, even though I 
hope you’ve learned from this experience, you can call me.” I hand her one of my 
business cards that lists both of my numbers, something I hand out so sparingly it 
might as well be Willy Wonka’s golden ticket. That is, if Willy Wonka was a doctor 
and the chocolate factory was a second-rate hospital. 

I take Haley’s pulse, angered that she’s not already set up to a machine, angered 
that she didn’t go straight to the ER. With two fingers on her neck I can already 
tell she’s burning up. I yell to Neil to get me an I.V. and some cooling blankets. He 
knows not to take my doctor voice too seriously; I can get quite intense. 

I feel a brief tug on my scrubs that has me turning around so fast I almost whack 
Pauline. She puts her mouth to my ear. I can hear her breathe, and it gives me a 
nauseating feeling, but not as much as the words that come out of her mouth: She’s 
pregnant. Once again, I’m forced to shift gears. 

One of the biggest parts of my job is diagnostics: finding out what it is wrong 
and what I can do about it. That’s extremely difficult to do without patient history. 
When Neil returns, I tell him to get me an ultrasound. I know a few things about 
Haley thanks to her mother. I know she has a family history of heart-disease and 
type 1 diabetes, but none of her symptoms lead to that. I try to talk to her, soothe 
information out of her, but the only noises coming out of her mouth are pained 
moans. I rub the ultrasound jelly on her stomach and move the wand around.There’s 
no baby. She’s stable for the moment, so I close the curtain and return to her mother. 

“Tell me about the pregnancy,” I say to Pauline, who takes a moment to  
inhale deeply.

“Seven weeks. I took her to see a doctor last Tuesday who said everything looked 
fine. I sent her back to school after that, and then they called this morning telling 
me something was wrong. I knew I had to take her to you.” She says it like I am 
supposed to be flattered, but I am mostly astonished by her lack of common sense. 

"Did Haley want to terminate her pregnancy?” I ask. Pauline’s face scrunches 
like she’s smelling something foul. 

Suddenly, every machine attached to Haley begins to go off. A loud scream 
escapes her throat, and it’s apparent to everyone in the vicinity that something is 
wrong. I pull the curtain back to see Haley in the fetal position, clutching her knees 
while she violently shrieks; the bottom of her gown is covered in dark red splotches.  
Neil confirms the dose of morphine. 

“Get the OB down here now!” I say, angry again—at Pauline, at the girl, at more 
than I can comprehend in this moment. 

I notice signs of septic shock. Her breathing rate increases, and the OB finally 
arrives and confirms she has an infection. She’ll need surgery, the last thing I hoped 
to have to tell someone today. I look around for Pauline, but she is gone.  

When did she leave? Was she eager to get away from the commotion? Maybe 
she wanted to give us room to work. Maybe. If it were me, if this were my daughter,  
I would have stayed. Now it’s my job to find her and let her know what’s happening. 
When I walk into the waiting room, she’s on the phone, talking louder than she should. 

“What a disgrace. Going behind my back, going against God. Was she trying 

It might as well 
be Willy Wonka’s 
golden ticket.
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I wish my mother had a bad habit when I was growing up, something beyond 
her grand and final judgment, something that could be openly ridiculed, something 
visible. Then she might grasp that all she accomplished with her criticism was 
resistance and some slight self-loathing. 

She used to see a therapist. He would always smile at me when he came out 
to walk her in and leave me in the waiting room. I might’ve been too young to 
understand then, but looking back on it, I’m pretty sure leaving me—a seven-
year-old at the time—alone in a room full of Legos and other choke-able objects 
with only the hundred-year-old secretary to watch me might not have been an act 
worthy of the Mother of the Year Award. The secretary was also in a wheelchair and 
separated from me through a wall and a glass window. My mother knew I loved 
putting things in my mouth. Insane how she then scolded me for ending up in the 
ER with a little man lodged in my throat.

◆
The adoption interview happened quicker than I anticipated. I’m not sure how 

well I did. Sarah keeps reassuring me I was fine, but I am certain the social worker 
hated me. I guess I can’t blame her; they’re looking for passionate, loving people, 
not whatever I am. Sarah did brilliantly, though, as I knew she would. Even my 
mother has trouble hating her. When the social worker stood up to leave, she 
gave Sarah a hug that lasted eight seconds, and I didn’t even get a handshake. She 
reassures me it went well. I tell her I need to go take a walk.

There are more stairs than I remember. With every step up the concrete, I keep 
imagining what would happen if I fell and my head slammed down. I don’t really 
have to imagine this, however. I’m a doctor. I ring the doorbell and my mother’s 
Pomeranians begin to yip. I can hear her moving towards the door; my heart swells 
against my chest. I’m having trouble breathing. Maybe I should turn around and go 
home. This was obviously a mistake, and my body is trying to warn me. She opens 
the door and looks as shocked as I expected. She reaches out for a hug while I’m 
extending my hand for a handshake. She smiles awkwardly and invites me inside. 

It’s been over a year since I was last in this house. I wonder what the walls would 
have to say about our family. I’m suddenly reminded of why I’m so obsessively 
organized. Everything from the hallway to the living room is arranged perfection. 
Every piece of furniture is at a precise angle, every surface dusted, every crevice 
swept. I sit down on the floral couch feeling much smaller than is typical for a 
person with my waist line. My mother offers me some tea, and I shake my head. 
She asks me why I’m here, and I guess I can’t blame her for wanting to get straight 
to the point. 

“Sarah and I want to adopt,” I blurt out, completely unprecedented. I’m having 
trouble reading my mother’s face; it’s blank. 

I give Pauline access to her daughter and force myself not to press my ear against 
the door. I go, instead, to check on her father, who is also just waking up. 

“How’s Pauline doing?” he asks, and I can’t stop myself from making a face. 
“Haley’s strong; Pauline, not so much. She was so stressed that I was more 

worried about her not making it.” He somehow finds the energy to chuckle. 
“I had no idea,” I admit. 
“Oh yeah, mothers have that power. The angrier they are, the less they approve, 

the more they care.”
I don’t know what to do with that information, but it certainly feels familiar. I 

feel another twinge, a memory of my own mother’s scolding and criticisms. They 
never felt fueled with caring.

◆
I return home to a living room buried in mounds of adoption brochures. They 

all have simple, child-friendly language to explain the rather complex ins-and-outs 
of becoming a parent to somebody else’s kid. Sarah keeps warning me of the initial 
interview, the one where we get deemed either fit or not. I can’t say I’m looking 
forward to it; I’m not a big fan of strangers or people other than Sarah. 

Sarah cooks some fragrant tomato dish while I 
rant about my day. “You know that she loves you, right?” 
Sarah says as she spoons red sauce into her mouth. 

“Who?”
“Your mother.” What kind of question is that? 
“That story wasn’t about my mother,” I say. 
“Every story you tell is about you mother.” 
During our wedding vows, Sarah promised 

to never use her minor in psychology against me ever again; I guess I should be 
impressed she lasted this long, but as she walk over to let me taste her culinary 
creation, I remember why I put up with it. Her body is tall and lean, there are many 
parts about it to love, and my favorite is her piano player fingers. I once asked her 
if she liked my body too, not that I don’t, but I’d gotten critiques before. She said, 
“Your body is the perfect reflection of your personality; I wouldn’t change a thing 
about either.” 

When I first introduced Sarah to my mother, I was enamored by her grace 
under pressure. She swiftly dodged each question, replying only with irrefutable and 
beautifully kind remarks. My mother would pick apart her career as an art professor, 
and Sarah would go about complimenting every vase, painting, or photograph 
in the range. She’d compliment the technique, using only her sophisticated 
professorial words. By the end of the night, my mother had almost quit making 
comments entirely; she’d moved on to vague, half-hearted nods. 

During our wedding 
vows, Sarah promised to 
never use her minor in 
psychology against me.
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between labor pains and actual labor. The girl looks up at me again, yanking on the 
edge of my jacket. 

“Do you think you could deliver the baby?” She asks as if this is a normal 
request—an adoptive parent’s first responsibility. I look over to the OB, who I’ve 
known for years, and she hesitates at the idea of handing over her patient. Sarah 
nods vigorously. 

“Are you sure? Your doctor has done this hundreds of times. I’ve only done it a 
few dozen.” 

“Yes, I’m sure.” Tears begin rolling down her cheeks, and she holds out her hand 
for Sarah to grab. The OB looks at me again.

“It’s time,” she says, and I nod.
“Somebody page Neil. We’re having a baby.” 

◆
Beautiful baby girl. Seven pounds, three ounces. Green eyes to match her mama. 

Sarah hasn’t been able to stop crying. She’s getting tears all over the baby, so I 
take her. She’s so delicate; I’ve held babies before, but this is something I’ve never 
experienced and will likely never experience again. I’d never felt so chosen and so 
unimportant all at once. 

I’m just about to set the baby–name pending–in the bassinet when a very harsh 
knock lands on the door. Thankful that the jolt didn’t wake her, I head to the 
door, baby in hand. I open it, and there stands my mother. She holds a small blue 
package. She says that Sarah called her. I invite her in, really because I genuinely 
did not feel any other option available to me. 

“She’s lovely,” my mother says, setting the blue package on the coffee table before 
finding a seat on the couch. 

“I know.” I don’t want to hand over the baby, but it seems obligatory. She takes 
her gladly, making sure to sniff the top of her head.

“Have you picked a name?”
“We’re thinking Bailey, after Sarah’s mom,” I say, hoping it stings. 
“What a masculine name,” she starts, but then takes a pause. “I hope you’ll let 

me be a part of her life.” I pretend not to know what she’s talking about. “I know 
you sometimes wish I’d never been part of yours. But you’re a doctor aren’t you? You 
have a nice apartment; you’re married. You have to give me some credit.” But I don’t 
want to give her any credit. I want to take it all for myself. I want to take the baby 
and tell her to leave. I don’t. 

“I suppose,” I say, as appropriate a response as any. I take a deep breath, “But 
you’re not going to make her feel terrible about herself, and as soon as you do–”

“I won’t,” she says, pulling the baby close. “Have you thought about the name 
Haley? It’s quite nice,” Her voice quiets itself. I can’t stop myself from smiling. 

“Haley.”

“How nice,” she says, probably the least confrontational thought that came to 
her mind. “Are you guys having trouble with the social worker?” she says, her eyes 
making contact with mine. Her ability to read the room has always taken me off guard. 

“Well, I am,” I say, stating the truth. She’s going to know if I lie. I knew coming 
over here that the honesty required for a conversation with my mother would make 
me lose my appetite for a week. 

“You never were that good with people. What makes you think you’ll be good 
with a baby?” It’s like she has a written copy of all my current insecurities. 

“This was a mistake,” I say, standing up. I grab my purse and head to the door. I 
think I hear footsteps behind me as I shut the door.

◆
Sarah and I got the call this morning; someone read our application and wants 

to meet with us immediately. We’d been waiting over a month to hear back from 
the social worker. We didn’t even know we were approved when we got the call, and 
suddenly we might have a baby within a week. We prepare to head to the hospital; 
apparently she was experiencing labor pains. 

It’s an interesting experience entering the hospital as a civilian. I feel so exposed 
without my white coat of armor. Sarah squeezes my hand so tightly I can no longer 
feel it, but I don’t mind; maybe I don’t need to feel everything right now. 

The girl is beautiful. I’m not sure why this stands out to me. She has wavy long 
hair the color of corn. Her eyes are a bright emerald, and she has matching dimples. 
God, I hope the baby gets those dimples. She must recognize us from the photo 
because as soon as we enter the room, she makes an effort to sit up the best she 
can. Her brow is covered in sweat, but she manages to retain a cheerful disposition. 
Sarah and I both agreed she would be the one to make the first impression. She 
reaches for a handshake, says hello, but the girl completely ignores her. Instead her 
eyes are fixated on me. 

“So, you’re really Dr. Connie?” The girl asks, eagerness flooding her tone.
My mouth struggles to utter a single affirmation, so I just shake her hand and 

nod my head.
“My friend Haley told me all about you. How you didn’t judge her, how 

supportive you were. When I was reading through the applications and saw your 
name, I knew it had to be fate.” Her smile is genuine.

“I’m not allowed to talk about that,” I say “Doctor-patient confidentiality.” Sarah 
squeezes my hand again, “But I’m so happy you found us,” I say. She nods, but then 
her hands begin to shake, and her breathing increases. I turn to the OB, “Did her 
water break?”

“A few hours ago. She’s about eight centimeters. Could be any minute now.” 
Next time I see the social worker, I’m going to have to explain the differences 
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GUTTER
Sadie McAndrew
Digital Photography

BLACK AND WHITE PERSPECTIVES  
FROM SHIRLEY PLANTATION 
Emily O’Neal
Digital Photography
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SUMMER IN THE GARDEN
Emily O’Neal
Oil Pastel on Paper

HERSHELL and PETALS
Natalie Quinn
Earthenware
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ZIGGY, DEB'S YARN BOWL
Sara Brandt
Ceramic and Woven Fiber

PAPER JUNGLE
Christine Popescu
Mixed Media on Wood Panel
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PORTRAIT OF MY FATHER • Christine Popesu • Charcoal on Paper
PORTRAIT OF MY FATHER
Christine Popescu
Charcoal on Paper

INSIDE JOKES
Stephanie Hale

Charcoal on Paper
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The pink slippers hugged 

Her tiny toes. 

She giggled in her pink tutu, 

Twirling around the kitchen to Bach, 

As her mother stirred the beef stew.

Battered Converse replaced slippers, 

Pink wasn’t part of her vocabulary. 

Boy bands screamed from her room. 

She didn’t like what her mother cooked for dinner.

Stilettos in place, 

Club music filled her ears, 

A strange man grabbed her hand, 

Different fingers touched hers 

Every night of the week. 

She hadn’t visited home for dinner 

In months.

Clogs cloaked her swollen feet, 

Baby Einstein filtered throughout 

The cluttered house. 

As her mother ate dinner, 

She still didn’t know that 

She had a new granddaughter.

Flip-flops secured, 

Gray hair limp, 

She sorted through childhood boxes, 

As silence seized 

Her monotonous humming. 

Fingers resting on the pink ballet slippers, 

Tears stained the fabric, 

For the mother who would 

Never cook dinner again.

Shoes
By Erica Beauchamp

MEMORIES IN HAND
Novalee Manzella
Watercolor on Paper

POETRY
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GIRL KINGDOM
Melissa Dienes 
Graphite, Ink, and Digital Illustration
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1958
Kai Crown
Spray Paint on Canvas

ABANDONED
Cleopatra Martushev

Digital Illustration  

ORANGE YOU GLAD TO SEE ME?
Larissa Baldwin-Dillon

Ceramic
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i am every poem 

that i am ever going to write

the poetry is my beast 

under my skin 

ink running from its monster mouth 

it chases me through my blood vessels 

over the sloping hills of my baby-pink lungs 

the fragile thin human threads of bronchi

my pupils are swollen with fear but also 

with the heady knowledge that one day 

i will die 

one day 

this monster will make me immortal 

he will burst up out of my chest

i birth all of my babies 

living screaming toothless infants 

the sharp smack of my own sob 

all of the scraps of paper 

i will leave behind when i sink into my grave

the poetry is inside of me  

i cannot breathe 

i cannot speak 

until it is free of me 

in its hand 

full of talons and leather-skin 

it holds my raw beating heart

an imagining of the artist devoured 
By Lynnie McIlvain

SELF-PORTRAIT AS THE PRINCE OF WORMS
Stephanie Hale
Oil on Canvas

POETRY
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i cannot breathe while  

he holds my heart

he is worse than a lover 

a real human one 

not because he is any heavier 

not because he lacks restraint 

but mostly because when a man holds your heart 

you know he’ll eventually hand it back 

the poetry is worse than a human lover 

because  

it’s been six years now and i still 

haven’t gotten my heart back 

i am every word that i have said 

and any word that will ever come out of my mouth 

i am every story 

poem  

history  

dream  

that i will ever speak 

that you will ever see 

my words are written and only as substantial as their faded ink 

to them 

my babies 

we are the same 

all there one minute half-gone the next 

only determined by how many people have read us 

or touched us 

or skimmed over us but never really looked

you are my words’ paper pages 

i am just the warped cracked spine of their book

THE HANDS OF AN ARTIST
Sierra Bombardier

Digital Photography  
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AFTER ARTURO HERRARA
Austin Colllins 

Silver Gelatin Prints

HELIUM GUIDANCE
Janet Rodriguez

Colored Pencil on Paper
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afflicted, addicted 

to the notion of possession 

lack the will to be real 

to embody that which  

drives you, honestly

cannot erase the shadow of 

the dead Indians on the ramp 

of the Tacoma Dome

tear those prevaricating digits apart 

extradite each lattice to a neutral city 

to atone for fronting

 to repent  pretentious foolishness

  masquerading as philosophy

fear-based faith is an empty promise 

a desperate attempt to cover your ass 

before your contract expires 

dangerous to hold on to this irritation 

when each goodbye kiss 

is liable to be the very last

take off your shoes  
the ground you stand on  

is soaked in blood
By Christopher Luna

THE TRUE BRAVE ARE NOT FREE
Heidi Schneider
Acrylic on Paper

POETRY
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SAUDADE 
Ashlee Nelson 

Digital Illustration

GREEN VASE 
Sara Brandt 
Stoneware
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Willcox: I was on the edge of my seat while 
reading your graphic memoir. How did 
that feel as an author writing about your 
life? Did it feel like you were telling a 
story that you were so used to because you 
lived through it, or were wounds opened 
up during the process that made it hard  
to continue?  

Davis:  I truly loved that such a painful thing 
in my life could turn into something that 
was both artistic and potentially helpful 
to other people. I talk about my past 
experience with disordered eating a lot, 
so there wasn’t much there that felt trig-
gering to retell. However, there was one 
specific character in the book that is now 
gone from my life (I won’t say too much 

more, because that would be a spoiler!) and 
the loss was deeply painful to write about. 
I miss that person every day.

Willcox: How did the collaboration pro-
cess work? Was it difficult working with 
someone else on a story that was so inti-
mate and personal?

Davis:  Collaborating with Kett was pretty 
amazing in some ways and challenging 
in others. He knows me and my story 
so well, and it was incredible to see him 
take my vague notes and turn them into 
drawings that were so emotional, lifelike, 
and real. Kett saw a lot of my recovery 
and experienced the fallout of some of my 
ED [eating disorder] behaviors first hand, 

Fighting the Patriarchy and  
Self-Deprecating Thoughts: 

An Interview with Lacy Davis
By Grace Willcox

Lacy Davis is the author of the graphic memoir Ink in Water, a narrative about 
her battle with anorexia and body dysmorphia illustrated by artist Jim “Kett” 
Kettner. She is a health and fitness coach and the co-owner of Liberation Barbell, 
a body-positive, queer-central, and all-inclusive gym based in Portland, Oregon. 
She also has a blog, Super Strength Health, and a podcast, Flex Your Heart Radio, 
all centered around recovery, health, feminism, and self-empowerment. 

Lacy’s original idea for Ink in Water was to share her journey through the 12-
step program, but it wasn’t until an editor mentioned that 12 steps wasn’t the 
main factor in helping her recover, that the story expanded beyond  that. The final 
result was an autobiography that was filled with smart humor, vulnerability, and 
a ton of female empowerment. I was lucky enough to come in contact with the 
author and body-positivity queen herself to talk about what it means to be a writer 
and someone who has now dedicated her life to helping those who struggle with 
mental illness. so I really trusted his representation.The 

collaboration worked like this: I drew the 
book in a notebook, using stick figures 
(I am terrible at drawing). Kett took my 
awful drawings, made them beautiful, 
and helped me flesh out the story so that 
it flowed well in comic form. The hard 
parts were the moments when the work 
on the book actually usurped our life and 
relationship, so regular balancing was 
definitely needed.

Willcox: You clearly state that you are a 
feminist; that seemed to be a big part of 
your life growing up as a teen with your 
heroes being Kathleen Hanna, Assata 
Shakur, and Sandra Cisneros. How did 
you form your feminist views and was it 
important for you to bring those views 
into the book? 

Davis: It’s important for me to bring fem-
inism into every aspect of my life. At my 
core, I see massive injustice and inequality 
on a regular basis, and so often I see that 
the root of much of this is in some people 
simply being valued more than others. 
Valuing women, the LGBTQ+ commu-
nity, and other people who are marginal-
ized has shaped my personal value system 
and that leaks into any creative project 
that I may have. 

Willcox: What would you say to young 
people who are battling a mental illness 
but have core feminist values? I feel 
like this is sort of a paradox that you 
spoke about during your interview with 
Feminist Killjoys PhD—identifying as a 
feminist but dealing with a mental illness 
that pursues society’s standards of how 
we are supposed to look or act. 

INTERVIEW

Lacy Davis poses for photo with her canine pal. Photo Credit: Carrot Quinn
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Davis: Regardless of our politics, we are all 
a product of the society that we live in. 
It is impossible to escape socialization 
(and sometimes compulsion—my ED 
actually stems from the OCD tendencies 
I have been diagnosed with). Shame 
keeps people sick, and if you’re ashamed 
because you have an eating disorder, 
despite being a feminist, it is going to 
be that much harder to get better.  
   I simply tell people it’s not their fault. 
It’s not our fault we are taught to hate our 
bodies and ourselves. That’s capitalism 
and patriarchy, and even if you know 
capitalism and patriarchy are bullshit, 
we live in a world that operates around 
those two ideologies. Instead of sham-
ing ourselves into silence, it’s time to  
show up for ourselves despite the odds. 

Willcox: Your book is as much a work of 
literature as it is a self-help guide. How 
hard was it to balance the two so the 
writing didn’t come off as too preachy or 
moralizing? And how important was it to 
write a story that could be used as a guide 
for those who might be experiencing the 
same struggles? 

Davis: Telling my story doesn’t mean much 
to me if it couldn’t potentially help peo-
ple. I am not saying my recovery is the 
only way to recover—in fact, it was pretty 
unconventional! However, I do think 
I offered my experience as an option  
with the message just being this: there 

are different ways to recover. It doesn’t  
have to be my way! There are always  
other options.

Willcox: Throughout the book you really 
draw your reader into what it was like 
battling anorexia and ideas of self-worth 
and self-destruction. Do you feel that 
the writing process itself was therapeutic  
or cathartic?

Davis: The writing process was both ther-
apeutic and cathartic. Writing the book 
mostly helped solidify the idea I had in 
my head that this whole intensely emo-
tional ordeal of having an eating disorder 
had a purpose. I knew while writing 
the book that at least one person would 
find it helpful, and that actually felt  
extremely gratifying. 

Willcox: Can you talk about Liberation 
Barbell and how that relates to the book? 
It seems like all of your other platforms, 
such as your blog, Super Strength Health, 
and your podcast, Flex Your Heart Radio, 
are connected and relate to one another. 
You even co-created an e-book with 
Melissa Lacitignola! Would the book 
exist without Liberation Barbell, for 
example, or any of your other platforms? 

Davis: Everything I do is linked, for sure. 
The truth is, I am never going to be a 
person that works a 9-5 job, so all these 
steps in my creative journey have been a 
part of my goal to find meaningful ways 
to make money. The podcast and books 
were developed independently, but I did 
raise $25,000 for Liberation Barbell and 
I know that wouldn’t have been possible 
without consistent public platforms. 

It’s not our fault we 
are taught to hate our 
bodies and ourselves.

Excerpt from INK IN WATER
Lacy Davis and Jim Kettner
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I see my free or cheap content as a way to 
get to share my message with folks who 
don’t live in Portland or can’t afford to 
train with me at Liberation Barbell. My 
gym, my book, my podcast, and my blog 
are all things I consider to be built on the 
same ethos. Much of society (especially 
health and wellness industries) tells us 
that our bodies are never enough—or 
more commonly, that they are too much. 
Liberation Barbell, as well as the podcast 
and the book, calls bullshit on that! My 
work is a celebration of diversity, body and 
fat positivity, empowerment, and strength 
over conventional ideas of attraction. I 
truly believe in the idea that physical 
fitness should be accessible to any body 
regardless of age, race, ability, gender 
identity, sexuality, current health, or size. 
My work all progresses towards the goal of  
total liberation! 

Willcox: Both you and Kett went to grad-
uate school to pursue the creative arts. 
How important were those experiences 
to your work as artists and writers? 

Davis: I went to school for visual art, but I 
always found myself working text into my 
pieces. I have considered myself a writer 
since I was a little kid, and I almost chose 
visual art to study because it came less 
naturally to me. In some ways, I kind of 
wish I went to school for writing instead 
because nothing gives me more joy or 
self-esteem than writing a solid chunk 
of content. I probably should have just 
continued to strengthen that natural skill. 

Willcox: Do you have your own writing 
process that you stick with or do you let 
it come naturally while you work on your 
other platforms? 

Davis: The only solid piece of advice I have 
on the writing process is to write when 
you don’t feel like it. I never feel like writ-
ing at first, but once I get going, I usually 
churn out at least one useful paragraph. I 
spend a lot of time anxious about writing, 
and then five minutes into actually writ-
ing something down, I feel 1,000% more 
free. Just fucking write! It feels great, and 
don’t worry—this is advice I have to give 
myself over and over again.

Willcox: What advice do you have for Clark 
students who are interested in pursuing 
writing or art as a career? 

Davis: Start writing or making free con-
tent now, whether it be blogs, podcasts, 
Instagram accounts, or any other free 
media. People need to learn about your 
voice so they can start to notice, like, 
and trust you. If you spend time pro-
ducing content for free and gaining a  
following, it is a lot easier to get paid 
when the time is right. 

Willcox: So what is in store for the 
future Lacy Davis? Are there any plans 
for another book or are you going to 
start investing most of your time into 
Liberation Barbell and your other activist 
platforms? 

Davis: Books! So many more books. I have 
two first draft manuscripts done, and one 
that’s floating around in my mind. All I 
want to do is write and then do readings 
of my writings. The goal is to make that 
all financially sustainable. 

THE STUDY
Michael Fulgaro

Digital Illustration
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THEY STILL LIVE
Samuel Lucas
Ink on Paper

TINY UNIVERSE
Lindsay Roszko
Acrylic on Canvas
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sleeping, walking, waiting, sitting 

my body and what I decorate it with have become a trap  

that I did not set  

for men  

whose entitlement sees me  

as their object  

to be poked, stripped, thrown away  

used like a tissue 

I have no desire to trap men  

but my desires do not matter  

to men  

who  

catcall, grope, grab, refuse to hear or see the discomfort  

the men who make women feel small for them to feel big 

This is not a trap because I am not a thing 

By Taylor Mata

AUTOLYKOS
Stephanie Hale

Digital Illustration

POETRY
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Most nights we come home to each other with practiced lips. We watch a 
few episodes of Grey’s Anatomy and each have a glass of wine. We chat about our 
days, have a slice of pizza, whisper little things to each other. Most nights we go 
through laughing with each other.

Most nights we fuck against the wall, the sofa, the stairs, sometimes even the 
bed. Most nights you mark my body like you’re giving me flowers, or writing me 
love letters. Things that make me think, are you doing this because you love me?

Maybe I didn’t put the dishes away. Maybe you had a terrible day. Maybe I left 
my bag on the kitchen table. Maybe you say something you refused to take back, 
and maybe I took it too personally. Or maybe it’s something else.

 Maybe if I were a better person. If I hadn’t grown up in a house of brothers. If 
I could just apologize. Maybe if you could control your temper better. Maybe if I 
could too. If you didn’t have such a stressful job. If you would just talk about your 
feelings. If I were a better listener.

You don’t like it when I look at other people. I don’t like it when you get 
possessive. You don’t like it when I tease you in front of your friends. You and I 
could both be better.

So some nights you and I fight. Some nights you’re mean. I can never stop 
myself from lashing back. You’re jealous that my body is curvier than yours. You’re 
always insecure about your looks, the way your blonde hair curls, the paleness of 
your skin.

Some nights you come home with a frown already set like a warning. Some 
nights you mumble less than two words to me before raising your voice. Some 
nights I can’t help myself; I yell back. I yell first. I take out my suppressed feelings 
on you. You act out. I do too. You leave marks on my body like thorns, and hurtful 
words I think you don’t mean sting my chest.

Words I know you don’t mean.
Never on my face though. I fight back. Always. I scratch and scream and kick 

and punch. You let me. Never on your face though. You always say sorry. You 
always cry after. I do too. You’re always kind after. Sometimes for weeks after. You 
always say you’ll never do it again; you’ll get help; you’ll talk to someone; you’ll fix 
this. I always accept. I always apologize. And vice versa.

Because I love you. Because I know you love me. 
I know you love me.
You love my laugh, and how my hair falls behind me when I put it up.
I love the way you squint your eyes when I show you something on my phone. 

Flowers and Love Letters 
By Christianne Verzosa

EXTRASENSORY
Chiara Caballero
Oil on Canvas

FICTION
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Sometimes I think  
I hate you as much  
as I love you.

I love how you bite your lip when you’re in deep thought. I love how you scrunch 
your nose up when you get sad. I love the gold flecks that speckle the brown eyes 
you hate so much and twinkle when you laugh. I love how beautiful you are and 
the way you make love to me.

Sometimes I think I hate you as much as I love you. More than I love you. 
You must hate me too, to do the things you do. But I know it’s not your fault. But 
words just don’t seem to be enough anymore. Words can’t fix us.

We’ve tried to talk about it. We’ve tried to work it out. We’ve tried to change.
You never get help. I never talk to anyone else about it.
So maybe it’s time to give up. 
That’s why I decided to say it, finally. We are not good for each other.
Maybe it was the thought of losing me that did it; maybe it’s the fact that I 

laughed when your friend said that I was out of your league.
Either way, now you push me harder than you’ve ever pushed before and kick 

me when my head collides with the tile floor of the bathroom. The lights and 
sounds throb in my head white and, and 
for a second, I can only focus on that rather 
than the red bursting and crackling between 
my ribs. I close my eyes and cry when I 
feel something crack and pop. The pain is 
nothing new, but it’s never something I get 
used to. The tears I cry are less for the pain and more for the broken pieces of our 
us. You kick me again.

Again.
Again.
Again.
I scratch at your legs, new marks bleeding over old ones, and I try to look at 

your face to gauge your anger. It’s only now that I see what I never saw before. 
Your eyes as you kick me. The same look you get when facing a challenge, right 
before your eyes go dead. Amusement. You enjoy it. Maybe the thought that I 
could never hurt you as much as you hurt me, that I’ve decided to fight back, I 
don’t know. I don’t know how I never noticed. Probably too trapped in my own 
thoughts of us to look.

I don’t fight back anymore. I don’t think I can find the strength to.
But this is the last time I let it.
I know this is the last time.
At some point, you will get tired and stop. You will feel bad and apologize. You 

will carry me to the bed and pretend it’s nothing more than a headache. You will 
go through the same motions, and I will let you.

SWEET GUMBALL SEED
Codie Goldsby
Ink on Paper
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BEYONDER
Tyson Palmour

Acrylic on Canvas

LIGHT BEYOND THE BREAKING POINT
Chiara Marcy
Ceramics and Mixed Media
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I am an empty vessel 

A ghostly craft traveling to nowhere 

All my thoughts have been abandoned 

I am a life raft 

With no souls on board 

Nothing is to be recovered 

I am not to be found

Uninspired
By Megan Robb

LOOK INTO THE DISTANCE
Sasha Bailey

Digital Photography

POETRY
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He got home, tired, bleary-eyed, still in his Kmart “special clerk’s” apron and 
badge. They had spelled his name wrong when they issued it to him, just an “n” 
instead of “hn” in John, but he didn’t care enough to mention it to anyone. Kate was 
still at work and would be until six, so he unlocked the house, took off his boots, 
and flipped on the lights to their one-room-fits-all living room/kitchen/dining area 
and crashed on the couch. He searched for the remote between two of the cushions 
and then turned on their staticy box TV to watch the football game he didn’t have 
the time or money to attend in person.

Back then, they were a kind of poor that no one really minds being: twenty-
somethings and newly engaged. It just made the most sense to move in together. 
They were both working odd jobs—wedding boutique sales lady, Kmart clerk, real 
estate, anything that paid the bills really—and trying to balance being full-time 
students at two separate universities. They knew it would be hard to love someone 
when you never got to see them, so they rented a little place together in an almost 
barren town where the rent was cheap. It would at least let them eat their meals 
together and fall asleep holding onto the one person in this world that could give 
them any peace. 

When her old car announced her home, John pushed himself up from his 
slouched position and smiled as she entered with her hands full of books and her 
school bag. Kate set her things down in front of the door and came to sit beside 
him. She sighed heavily, leaning to tuck her head on his shoulder. 

“I’m so hungry, I think I might die,” she said, arms wrapping around her stomach. 
He laughed. “Me too.” He got up from their seat and walked the ten feet it took 

to cross the room to the fridge and swung it open.
“There’s not a damned thing in this damned refrigerator,” he said. 
She groaned from the couch and pushed the tips of her fingers against her tem-

ples. “I knew I was forgetting something.”
Casted in the glaring yellow glow of the refrigerator light, he lifted up a half 

empty bottle of ketchup and a Tupperware container of some forgotten casserole 
from last week. He popped the lid and gagged. 

“Well, unless you want to poison yourself with whatever this is, maybe we should 
go pick something up.”

They locked the house and drove down to the grocery store. They pulled things 
at random and walked around the aisles with the cart overflowing all the way 
up to the kid’s seat at the top. Then, they put everything back that they couldn’t 
afford, which was most of it. John watched Kate run her hands on the pasta boxes 
and soup cans, on the handle of the shopping cart. He was so tired of missing her 
during their time apart. 

Packrat 

By Reid Brown

WINDOWS
Tricia Davis-Payne
Digital Photography

FICTION
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Packrats, at least a dozen of them, stood frozen where they were—on the table, 
on top of the fridge, on the floor, in the overturned paper bags. Standing on their 
hind legs, they stared at him with eyes just as wide as his. Fuzzy, sickly bodies with 
black beady eyes glaring at him like he had invaded their dinner, like he had the 
nerve to disturb them. The thing about packrats is that they are nothing like you’d 
expect, nothing you are prepared for. They are more than a foot long on average, tail 
and all, and one of the most intelligent rodents on the face of this earth. They aren’t 
scared of you. Just curious. And greedy. 

John stared for another few moments and tried to steady himself. He started 
yelling, and flailing his arms, and charging at them hoping they would retreat. His 
stomach turned with their scurrying and squeaking over his kitchen floor.

Kate was awake at this point, concerned and in a panic. She emerged from their 
room to find him in that same crouching position, examining the hole, hands in fists. 

She tried to ask what happened, placed a warm hand on his shoulder, looked 
around at the grocery carnage, but it was 4:00 in the morning, and she had a meet-
ing, and a lecture, and work looming over her just a few hours away. 

“Let’s just worry about this all tomorrow, I think you scared them pretty good,” 
she said, pausing and letting out a little chuckle. “Scared me pretty good. John, 
Come on.”

He waved her off, saying it would all be okay. He would get this done tonight.
The rats had scattered and went out that same six-inch hole in the baseboard 

that had allowed them in. John went frozen just looking at it, cheek pressed to the 
rough laminate floor that was starting to wear in places with water damage and 
scuff marks. The disgust and horror faded into quiet anger. How the hell did he not 
notice it until now? A hole bigger than his palm, rotting and splintered around the 
dark edges. He thought of the rats’ tiny, clicking teeth eating through the base-
boards. Was it visible from where he always sank into the couch? 

He left the house a few minutes later and went down to the 24-hour conve-
nience store and bought some nails, a 2x4, and the most toxic rat poison he could 
get over the counter. 

The next day, Kate was worn out from the sleep she had lost the night before 
and her long day at work. When she got home that night, she expected to sit down 
with her someday-husband and send up shy, silent prayers as their sun went down. 
This night, however, she slept even less, and she never even ate. All she did was lis-
ten to the steady, beating sound of a hammer on a 2x4 and the grumbled mumbles 
of her someday-husband between the whack, whack, whack.

Outside their house, the streets of the tiny little town lit up through the front 
windows, much like the yellow glare of the refrigerator light.

The man behind the register asked them if they wanted a receipt and subse-
quently offered them a member’s card with all the included discounts in almost 
the same breath, like he’d said it until the words were empty. They checked out and 
hurried back to the car with their groceries. The paper bags rattled and shuffled in 
the trunk of the car all the way back to the house. 

Usually they’d have their dinner right as the sun was going down. It made the 
days seem fuller, like they had lived enough by barely fitting all they had to do into 
the frame of daylight. Tonight, though, they ate while the street lamps were the 
brightest lights in the sky, consuming sandwiches so stuffed that they couldn’t fit 
them in their mouths. Kate laughed at the mustard on John’s nose, and they sat there 
until it was so dark, they couldn’t remember how long ago the sun had actually set. 

When the fridge was refilled and everything but the dry goods were put away, 
they turned the TV off and finally lay down. It was a double bed. Nice, good box 

spring and sheets made of flannel, which they 
both preferred to silk . . . They said they preferred 
it to silk anyway; it just felt good to say it. The 
house was so close to the street, and the ceiling 
fan squeaked, and the air conditioning whined 

when it turned on, but they slept like the dead. Kate did anyway. Even snored softly, 
so quiet John barely noticed. But John stayed up because of a lifelong disease that 
kept his mind running every which way, even when all he wanted was peace and 
nothingness. That and because he liked to watch the headlights pass by and cast their 
tiny bedroom in shadows, highlighting the curve and resting smile of his best friend. 

John didn’t think too much of the noise the first time he heard it. Just another 
noise of their crazy house. The house was humid and the walls felt cramped around 
him, damp and suffocating. Things like that can drive a man insane. But then he heard 
it again. A scratching, shuffling sound, right through the wall that separated them 
from the one-room-fits-all room. It was the sound of a paper bag being ransacked. 

Rolling to his side, careful not to wake Kate, John grabbed his .357 Magnum 
from the top drawer of their bedside table. He checked it was loaded, even though 
he knew it was. He heard the shuffling again and walked as quietly as he could over 
the squeaking floor to the door. His fingers trembled on the doorknob as he turned it. 

In the dark of the room, it was impossible to make out any shape of the furniture 
besides the futon and the kitchen table, but he strained his eyes, trying to pinpoint 
the fucker who’d break into his house, steal his groceries. He could still smell the 
lingering vinegar from the mustard hiding along with the mildew smell they’d tried 
to cover by burning “harvest pumpkin” candles for three weeks straight, the ones the 
grocery store always had on discount every month except November. He flipped on 
the lights and everything went quiet. The fan, the A/C, the street outside his little house. 

Everything. 

He flipped on the  
lights and everything 
went quiet.
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GOBLIN GAUNTLET
Gloria Rudzinski

Mixed Fibers, Beads, Stones, Copper, and Leather

MOTHERHOOD 
Anthony McFarland
Ceramic

BLADES OF LACE 
Erin Lysne
Ceramic
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Authorities are speechless,  

No one envisioned this.  

It was an unimaginable scene. 

Mascara stains her cheeks,  

Like an overflow of ink,   

“What happened here?” 

The blade, still in her hand,  

Like a bored empress at a dance,  

Disoriented, she says,  

“It was me.” 

“I’m so sorry that they called you,” she said.  

Her children all huddle quietly  

In the living room instead of being in bed. 

“You see it’s been a long day,” she explained,  

Like a year without sun or a drop of rain.  

I cut my hand by mistake,  

The last thing I needed to make my day.

“If it makes you feel any better,” she said  

“That chicken was already dead.”  

“It was the only victim  

That didn’t mind being stabbed with my knife.”

If I Were a Single Mother 
By Angela Sutherland

RITUAL SACRIFICE
Ray Bennett

Charcoal, Chalk, and Pastel on Paper

POETRY
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DRAGON FIRE
Jeffrey Points
Digital Photography

MARGINATA
Ann Hanlin 

Earthenware
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Remember? 

Racing, the wind wrapping around your frame. 

Wisps of blonde hair dancing wildly behind you. 

Running. 

A trembling heart in your chest 

beating 

like one thousand stars.

I’ll catch it. 

You chant. 

The sun. It’s melting 

like a smear of butter. 

Don’t catch it.

It needs to go.

Remember? 

The roar of your heart. 

The desire to rip yourself away 

And soar through the rich blue of the skies.

Remember? 

The oak tree. 

Breathing with power. 

Your touch, electric from your fingertips 

Against its coarse bark. 

A gasp escapes your lips. 

It all came from a seedling didn’t it? 

A tiny seed 

With a galaxy 

Tucked away in its tender shell.

Remember? 

The tears, 

Frozen. 

Galaxy Tucked Away
By Leah Zelyak

FLY FAST LITTLE BIRD
Winnie Brown
Unfired Clay, Spray Paint, and Acrylic on Wood Panel

POETRY
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Until you break 

And the pain rolls down your cheeks,

It’s all right darling, 

Sometimes you need to break 

So the light can touch your broken pieces

Remember? 

Your mountain 

A raging giant standing boldly 

Filling up your every inch with courage and fierce determination 

Up. 

Climb until you fall 

The sharp rocks, 

They scrape until you bleed.

Up. 

Don’t you dare stop. 

Bruised. Broken. 

With tear-smeared cheeks, 

Victoriously you reach the top

The faint touch of the glowing horizon steals your gasp of air. 

Let the corners of your mouth curve 

Like the giggle of a little toddler 

Rippling out of a trembling heart 

Let the tears roll 

Like pearls.

Listen. 

Do you hear that gentle thud in your chest? 

Like the softest whisper 

Remember?

You’re alive.

TWISTED TOGETHER
Sara Hildebrandt

Acrylic on Canvas
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INTIMATE STRANGERS
Gwenn McGill
Digital Photography
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Young boys no older than seven chased each other in the backyard wearing 
camo-green army helmets reminiscent of wars past. They yelled, “Bang!” as they 
shot at each other with orange-tipped guns made of plastic. They pretended to be 
their fathers, never their mothers. The idea of adventure, of gun fights, of tactics 
and war was exciting, but all the boys learned that from movies; their fathers 
had jobs as mundane as anything. Though some had gone through their required 
deployments, none had seen the kind of combat the boys envisioned.

Alex watched the boys from the kitchen with a wine glass in hand. They were 
surprisingly well organized, managing to pull together two teams and a system 
with a definitive leader, a second in command, and troops. They hid in cover and 
made noises with their mouths for the various sounds of combat: radios, grenades, 
bomber planes. 

Everything they pretended was old fashioned, put together through scraps of 
old movies of wars decades into the past. They didn’t know any better; children 
repeat what they hear and see. 

“You’re dead,” yelled Ezra, Kelli’s son.
“Nuh uh! You missed,” Alex’s son, Tanner, argued. He claimed he could dodge 

anything, and, to his credit, he was a dexterous little fellow when it came to things 
like bedtime and eating vegetables. Ezra shot again. This time, Tanner claimed, “I 
dodged!”

“You can’t dodge a bullet,” Ezra yelled from across the yard. The argument 
went on as the other boys fought, and eventually the boy just shot at Tanner’s 
stomach with a “Bang!” 

This time, Tanner clutched his gut and fell to the ground, unmoving in the 
dirt. Alex might’ve smiled at the dramatization her son put into his role had the 
play itself not been something deeply upsetting for her. She watched as his team-
mates pulled him by his ankles to get him behind cover, all but one forgetting 
about him. 

Proxy for the Dead
By Ginger Clarke

SUMMER
Natalie Naumov
Digital Photography

FICTION
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“We can still save him!” another boy claimed. He pretended to be a medic and 
gave Tanner a shot to fix him right up, and Tanner sat up to better brush off the 
dirt from his face, shirt, and jeans before resuming the game.

Eventually, the game ended with a hotly debated result of who won and who 
lost, but they seemed to lose all interest in a victor when their mothers called for 
them to eat the dinner that had so carefully been crafted through the evening: a 
stack of delivered pizza. 

“How was the game?” Kelli asked, as the boys swarmed the table. The boys 
stuck with their groups and sectioned themselves around the table with one team 

on one side and the other on the opposite end. “Who won?”
“Great! We won,” Kelli’s son said. His teammates 

yelled in elation. He climbed into the seat so he sat up 
on his knees to grab the first slice of pizza—his prize, he 
claimed, for being the general of the winning team. Kelli 

beamed with pride and showered him with praise that he’d be the best general in 
the army there ever was, and he soaked up every last drop. 

Alex could see the child’s future: he’d enlist while in high school with lofty 
goals of a career as an officer, of being a hero. He’d let the life beat him bloody 
under the guise of serving his country, of making his family proud. He’d accept 
the bad conditions, the shitty pay, the loneliness. He’d be one of the unlucky ones: 
he’d be deployed to a war zone and shot in the gut while off duty. His attacker 
would be someone intent on terrorizing the United States military, wanting to 
drive the lot of them back across the Atlantic Ocean. Others targeted by the same 
man wouldn’t be as lucky as him, so he’d return home and get angry at those who 
thanked him for his service, for his sacrifice. It wouldn’t have been in his plan to 
become a proxy for the dead.

“How did it go?” Alex asked her son, purposeful in her words not to call it a 
game. He was breathing hard, sweat sticking to his skin and mixing with the dirt 
so it was really caked on. Let it be asthma, she prayed.

“I died,” Tanner said. His own words didn’t seem to dawn on him, and he 
reached for a slice of pizza, scarfing it down and immediately reaching for anoth-
er. “I didn’t really like the game.” 

Later, Alex helped Kelli clean her place as best she could as she waited for the 
wine to wear off. The other military wives made small talk, asking how she was, 
maybe caring. Maybe not.  Fine, was Alex’s standard answer. 

Alex then took her son home, ran him a bath, and tucked him into bed, plant-
ing a wet kiss on his forehead that he was too tired to resist. The tips of her fingers 
skimmed over her belly and traced over the divots in her skin: her C-section and 
combat scars alike.

He’d be one of the 
unlucky ones.

SILLYREAL
David Tsay
Digital Photography
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PALOUSE and NANDROYA
Ann Hanlin
Watercolor on Paper 

COPPER PATINA MEMORIAM
Emily Shirron
Earthenware
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This is Dominance

The anger of one becomes the death of  

another 

bodies hit pavement 

like rain

an impact, catastrophe,  

Explosion 

tears flow from lovers of the lost 

and I just think about rain

Drop
by Colton Rasanen

WATCHING ME
Raymond Burney III 
Silver Gelatin Print

POETRY
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“Life is a rock but the radio rolled me …” is blaring out of my iPhone as I 
dance around my room. Having just dialed up the song on Spotify, I’m bopping 
around, almost colliding with my grandparents’ 1940s tube radio. It’s standing 
there in the corner, a wallflower, looking ancient and proud. It’s 2016, and I’m 
very late to the streaming-and-dialing-in-the exactly-what-you-want game. I’m 
not quite a Luddite, but maybe just a romantic. I run my hand over the curves of 
the well-loved piece of furniture that I was once too young to appreciate but am 
somehow so attached to now that it traveled with me from Philly, to NYC, and 
now to the Pacific Northwest. The wood is smooth and worn; the cloth material 
protecting the speakers looks like velour, almost a herringbone pattern. So many 
years have passed since my grandparents immigrated, since they spent their hard 
earned cash on the fancy radio. I always wondered how they came to own it. Was 
it a payoff to my grandmom for the arranged marriage? One thing’s for certain: 
Grandmom loved listening to Lawrence Welk through this treasure.

My passion for this gem may have varied over the years, but my old love is 
still classy. Looking a little closer, right below the RCA Victor logo, with the 
little doggie staring at the speaker, there are the clear markings delineating the 
airwaves of the time. Services include the standard broadcast band, AM radio. 
Three bands lined the inset of the radio: short wave that broadcast internation-
al discourse, police communications and aircraft dialogue on the services band, 
and AM radio on the third. Amateurs could get their waves out on all channels. 
Getting a little closer, I notice bits of paper still stuck to a small inlaid space 
above the fancy push buttons of the time. Those buttons take me back. WREN 
and WFIL, call letters local to Philadelphia where the radio was purchased. AM 
radio. I remember that crush so well. I wouldn’t trade picking my perfect song for 
the feeling of holding my first transistor radio.         

The Radio Rolled Me
By Darlene Zimbardi

OVER-PASSED
Dakoda Hughes
Silver Gelatin Print

CREATIVE NON-FICTION
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There was nothing like the sensation of cradling that rectangular box. The 
hard plastic, the little red mark to tell you if you were in the ballpark of reaching 
your favorite boss jock. I was so jealous of other kids that had a little leather case 
with a strap to protect their precious audio device. I strutted around cradling the 
little black box that held all my secrets: favorite songs, musical notes, rhythms, 
performers and most importantly my new found friends, disc jockeys. Music 
delivered through the amazing technology of the little transistor was terrific, but 
every time I tried to dance, something was lost. How could that be? It pained me 
to realize that I wasn’t sprinkled with any pixie dust that would make me move 
to the groove. The best I could do to imbibe the love of those signals coming out 
of the radio was to get sheet music and try to plunk those tones out on our piano. 
Thank god “Crocodile Rock” was coming out of 
that little box. When Elton John hit the Top 40, 
it was cool to play piano. 

The summer of ’73, I had settled on my new 
career. No longer did I want to become a vet-
erinarian. I wanted to be a DJ. My days would 
be filled with learning trivial knowledge about music, playing great songs and 
meeting famous people. Most importantly, I’d get paid for doing what I enjoyed. 
The only drawback was that my dog couldn’t come along. 

Spinning my hits at home while practicing my DJ skills, my turntable was just 
that, no radio, no cassette or eight-track. My favorite Top 40 records were stored 
in an adorable little case with a plastic handle. I loved the accouterments that 
came with the 45s. You better have those little yellow adapters or else you were 
SOL. A few needles were ruined when I was impatient and just tried to play a 
45 rpm without those “spiders.” The disc would rotate all over the place and the 
sound would be of the needle scratching, prompting my dog to wince and howl. 

At one point, I had this funky device, a pfanstiehl. You’d slam it hard over the 
spindle until it went all the way down and connected to the turntable. It allowed 
you to play more than one 45. Those little discs would look so funny just hanging 
in the air. With every addition into the box, I was sold on my new career. “Who 
can turn the world on with her smile …?” Mary Tyler Moore. If she could make 
it in TV, I’d certainly be able to make it in radio. 

Time moved on, Uncle Ralph was now a TV repairman, even Grandmom was 
evolving; she watched Lawrence Welk on a box with a screen. Her beautiful radio 
was delegated to someone’s basement. The fade-up sound couldn’t compete with 
the instant-on of progress. 

Boom! More progress: 1981, the MTV revolution began. “Video Killed the 
Radio Star” wasn’t just a song. It proclaimed the truth. Martha Quinn and Nina 

Those buttons take me right back to my first fantasy romance. Like many 
young girls of the time, I was in love with David Cassidy of the Partridge Fam-
ily. Bobby Sherman—no way. Donny Osmond—too religious. D.C. was for me, 
obviously, a crush that couldn’t be. I was seven, he was twenty-one. Oh, and that 
other little problem: he was world famous, and I just a random under-aged fan.        

A young fan, alone in her room with her dog, reading Tiger Beat and Teen 
Dream, I started memorizing his life story just like I was an expert in an an-
nouncer’s booth. David’s true personality didn’t matter; all those pop music mag-
azines made him come across as perfect. That love affair seemed to go on forever, 
the innocence of wanting something. But what? I was in first grade after all.

I got my alone time with David when my brother and I were punished and 
sent to separate rooms. In my isolation, I felt connected to my grandmom. I’d be 

with my dog, Prince, listening to music and recall-
ing my grandmom’s stories: Early 1900s rural Italy, 
Grandmom’s with her dog, listening to the mass at 
her church—the only music available.       

As a young girl, crushing on the local priests 
wasn’t my thing. My dates with David Cassidy were 
albums. Dropping the needle down on “I Think I 

Love You,” I sang it right back to him. Bubble gum cards kept me devoted to my 
love. They also provided more trivia to pack into my addled mind. I loved him 
madly, but after what seemed like forever, the transistor radio burst that bubble.       

How did the magic rectangle work? Uncle Ralph was into making his own 
electronics; his dog, Lobo, by his side while he’d tinker with the tubes in his 
mom’s stand up radio that I’d inherit.         

He’d have gladly shown me how to make or repair a radio, but I just wanted to 
passively receive all those waves in the form of notes, static, and yammering from 
out and beyond. Who wanted to be holed up in a basement being a techie? It’s 
ironic, years later, I’d be holed up in a black box of a TV control room, not main-
taining devices, but being part of a crew getting the signal out to news junkies.      

Cue and fade up: “. . . he’s bad, bad, Leroy Brown …” the first song that I 
remember emitting from the mini speaker in my handheld device back in the 
summer of ’73. Three Dog Night’s “Shambala” was howling through my radio too. 
What was so amazing about the radio is that it was like taking a gamble, a safe 
roulette wheel for us under-aged risk takers. When I spun the dial on the side of 
my radio, would I get one of my favorites, would I be turned onto a new song, or 
would I just get an annoying chorus? Later I’d hear about payola with controlled 
playlists, but if it was Top 40, I was addicted to what they were pushing. “Ah, 
sugar, ah, honey, honey …”       

It was like taking a 
gamble, a safe roulette 
wheel for us  
underaged risk takers

Just me, my dog, and 
notes coming through 

those magical waves 
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Blackwood were female video jocks, but in no way did I want to be them. Video 
was too in your face. It lacked the intimacy of listening intently, just me, my dog, 
and notes coming through those magical waves.  

Over the years, there were separations from the love affair, a few falling outs. 
New York City radio stations really stank. Maybe I didn’t give them a chance; 
the reception in my apartment was awful. At this point, love missives came in 
the form of custom tapes made together with a romantic partner. Once I began 
traveling, I couldn’t find stations overseas, but I always stopped into a record store 
and bought some well-known music in another language. 

A couple of years later, Grandmom died, Uncle Ralph faded out, and my first 
fiancé and I ended up on opposite sides of the dial. The beautiful, proud radio only 
worked on occasion, but the herringbone fabric never frayed, just the filaments. 

There was a re-acquaintance with my rock when I got a 9-5 job. I had to 
engage with someone other than my still sleeping husband. I needed company on 
the dark rainy drives to work. I tuned into my old love. Forget Pandora. I wanted 
to be connected with the DJs’ voices, be part of a commuter audience. Having 
worked the early shift in TV, going to bed at 6 PM waking up at 3 AM, I knew 
the sacrifices they made to entertain us.     

Listening to my car radio was almost like a renewal of the spirit. I recall hearing 
this amazing song. The chorus was stuck in my head: “Take me to church …”  
Who the hell was that? I’d get to work before the song would finish, then I’d sit 
there until it ended, but they’d roll into the next song. I wanted to worship the 
voice coming out of those speakers. The hunt to find out the artist made me feel 
like a kid again.     

Daily listening got me to thinking. Since I didn’t have Uncle Ralph’s skills, 
could I get those vacuum tubes looked at? I could, and as soon as the radio was 
working again, I made local call letters to put in the spots above the push buttons. 
Now, I’m slowly tuning in stations on Grandmom’s radio, and my own little white 
dog is cocking his head to the static. A little clearer now, Billy Joel’s, “You’re My 
Home,” comes wafting through the speakers.

DOUBLE TAKE
Dakoda Hughes
Silver Gelatin Print
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Sasha Bailey, Look into the Distance 
I have been a photographer for about four years. I 
never leave the house without a camera in my car, just 
in case I see something that catches my eye.

Ro Balagat, Opulence 
With the idea of expressing opulence, I made 
this illustration very detailed and intricate and 
incorporated seapunk style elements to create what I 
hope is both visually appealing and relatable.

Larissa Baldwin-Dillon, Bangladesh 
This piece was inspired by galaxies, plus human 
interactions and all the emotions tied into them. This 
character represents the multiple levels of unity with 
a galaxy and tiny planets placed in his eye. 

Larissa Baldwin-Dillon, Orange You Glad to See Me? 
This hybrid sculpture started as a sketch on a page. I 
mixed all the glaze colors and painted the sculpture 
by hand to give the figure more dimension. I was 
inspired by shrunken heads and Halloween themes.

Ian Beckett, Kriza 
This image is from a summer 2017 session of Photo 
Club activities. This was a very enthusiastic group 
who participated in several 4X5 camera workshops.

Ray Bennett, Not James Franco 
This piece was an exploration into the transparency 
of glass and paint and how they could be layered 
much like a traditional painting. It is an exploration 
to show the process of creating art, each pane 
representing a portion of the completed piece. 
 
Ray Bennett, Ritual Sacrifice 
This piece was the final project for a figure drawing 
class taken at Clark and was made using reference 
pictures of a live model.

Lindsey Bentz, Goddess 
I was inspired both by watching the women of 
diverse backgrounds in a travel series and the women 
around me. It is the strength of the female spirit that 
inspires me every day.

Brina Blackwell, Nine Devils 
I am currently taking classes at Clark to curate my 
interests and develop my abilities. These paintings 
were all based off self-portraits, and I tried to capture 
my many faces.

Sierra Bombardier, The Hands of an Artist 
I have drawn and painted for as long as I can 
remember. This project was based on the idea that 
every medium is merely a tool to embody an idea, 
meaning, or emotion.

David Bradley, I Got You 
This picture reflects the reality of life that many 
people will never experience and it speaks to a world 
that’s blinded by the American Dream. I want 
everyone who’s had to deal with these harsh realities 
to know that they are not alone.

David Bradley, Monster 
The photo speaks to how I was as a kid, and seeing 
this child reminded me of the terror I once possessed. 
The good news is that not everyone has to face the 
monsters that walk into their life.

Sara Brandt, Ziggy, Deb’s Yarn Bowl 
The bottom is ceramic and the top is a woven basket 
made of rope and thread. The yarn can be pulled out 
of a hole on the top to protect the yarn from cats. 

Sara Brandt, Green Vase 
Unhappy with the shape of this vase thrown on the wheel, 
I added five handles. It then looked like an old greek pot, 
so I glazed it with copper patina for an antique look.

Winnie Brown, Fly Fast Little Bird 
This piece reaches out to transgender individuals with 
the pink and blue colored birds. I am demonstrating 
the extreme challenges trans women face with many 
being affected by suicide and homicide.

Raymond Burney III, Watching Me 
One photo in a series of  a man's activities at work, I 
was able to take advantage of an accidental light leak 
which gave the photos an older, scarier tone.

Chiara Caballero, Extrasensory 
This piece is the idea of carrying our ancestors with 
us in a way we may not be aware of. It was the 
belief in something larger than myself, though not 
necessarily religion, that influenced this work.

Ruby-Anne Chapman, Emerge 
My intention with this piece is to depict the female 
gaze. I wanted to capture the rawness and emotion 
of different body types by going against societal 
standards of beauty.

Austin Collins, After Arturo Herrara 
These pictures are the product of an experiment in 
which we left the exposed, but undeveloped film, still 
in the canister, submerged in water for four days. 

Jorin Copeland, Nightmares 
Most of what I create is from my dreams and 
nightmares. These were a combination of classwork, 
plus work done in my free time using Photoshop and 
Autodesk Sketchbook.

Allie Correia, Light Casts Out Darkness 
Understanding the fact that the light can literally 
combat darkness by brightening the room helped me 
parallel it with my faith. Where one light is, others 
appear, and the darkness has no real power.

Allie Correia, Mountain to Valley and Back Again 
As a Christian who struggles with anxiety and 
seasonal depression, the idea of creating a piece that 
reflected that scared me. The hope that Jesus offers is 
greater than the emotions I walk through. 

Kai Crown, 1958 
I’ve recently been exploring the geometrical and 
polygonal abstraction field. I felt this was a great 
opportunity to paint something for my father's 60th 
birthday. He surfed growing up and taught me when 
I was six years old. 

Tricia Davis-Payne, Windows 
The inspiration for this series was to capture the quiet 
beauty of a home sleeping. Long exposure techniques 
were used to bring different forms of light to life and 
expose levels of insight into the life that rests inside. 

 

Melissa Dienes, Girl Kingdom 
This piece was inspired by the “Kingdom of Girls,” 
the Khasi tribe from northeast India, where women 
are the head of the household and pass on their 
legacy through their daughters.

Marylynne Diggs, Dunescapes 
This is an ongoing project inspired by the Death 
Valley and Algodones Imperial Sand Dunes in 
California. Their valleys and ridges reveal intimate 
landscapes where scale becomes relative. 

Lexi Dufault, Saturday Market and Satya 
I have always admired film photography, but it 
wasn’t until recently that I really started to appreciate 
photographing people.

Michael Fulgaro, The Study 
At times, the responsibilities of school can be 
overwhelming. I wanted to take those negative 
feelings and turn them into something positive. This 
idea manifested itself as a light-hearted illustration.

Codie Goldsby, Sweet Gumball Seed 
I decided to use the cross-hatching technique in 
pencil first and then felt tip pen. I loved capturing 
the sharp shadow of the cavernous seed. The beauty 
of pattern can be found in the smallest of places.

Natalie Golub, Wildflower 
This photo captures the independence and courage to 
be wild. Like a wildflower, you must allow yourself to 
grow in the places people never thought you would.

Stephanie Hale, Autolykos 
Over the past year, I’ve obsessed over monsters with 
huge teeth. I’m a big fan of horror comics and manga 
so that’s where I draw a lot of inspiration for my 
creepier art.

Stephanie Hale, Inside Jokes 
The beach is one of my favorite places. This drawing 
is based off a photo of me and my sister at the beach 
about two years ago. I may not remember everything 
that happened that day, but it’s preserved through 
photographs and my drawing.

CONTRIBUTORS’ STATEMENTS
ARTISTS
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Stephanie Hale, Self-Portrait as the Prince of Worms 
I enjoy making self-portraits as a challenge to my 
self-esteem. This one is about my mental illness, 
something I struggle with every day. Visualizing it 
makes it easier for me to cope and gives me an outlet.

Ann Hanlin, Marginata 
Growing up, I was a huge fan of all types of fantasy 
books. I decided that I never wanted to lose touch 
with the eight-year-old me in my life or my work, so 
this piece is for my inner child.

Ann Hanlin, Palouse and Nandroya 
There are two things I turn to when I want to relax: 
painting and waterfalls.

Radoslaw Hankiewicz, Streets 
I built narratives about people by following 
strangers—not by taking pictures of them but by 
exploring places they visited. 

Vicki Hastay, Peace with Nature 
This image represents community with humans 
and nature.  The bird feeding from the man’s hand 
expresses trust between the species. The colors are 
earthly and bright to symbolize a positive future.

Sara Hildebrandt, Twisted Together 
For this piece, I was experimenting with a thicker, 
looser paint application. The resulting effect places 
more emphasis on the color and stroke while 
allowing the forms to emerge organically.

Dakoda Hughes, Double Take 
On film, a double exposure intertwines the dark 
and light space on the negative to create interesting 
compositions and bring new subject matter to life.

Dakoda Hughes, Over-Passed 
I have always loved the leading lines and values 
created by these overpasses and wanted to experiment 
with overlapping layers of the same image.

Chloe King, Hair 
In this self-portrait, I wanted to include the viewer 
in the intimate act of box braiding. Black hair is 
often the target for criticism today due to how white 
people have historically shown prejudice against 
anything not white. This painting is my attempt to 
put a little more black-girl magic into the world.

Joanna Lafayette, Fanciful Botanic 
This is a whimsical piece that displays the different 
plants I have bought over the years.

Joanna Lafayette, Separation 
This painting is an expression of working through 
the difficulty of gender expression in a gender binary 
society where there is a structured disconnection 
between femininity and masculinity.

Samuel Lucas, They Still Live 
This piece depicts both feeling and a person. I am 
always amazed by what this person can grin through 
and how they always grow even when they seem to 
be trapped. 

Erin Lysne, Blades of Lace 
I wanted to create a piece that had contrasting 
elements and attempted to defy physics. The 
triangular segments were stamped with lace to give 
texture and arranged based on shape, size and type. 

Novalee Manzella, Memories in Hand 
I love that art is so personal for everyone it comes in 
contact with. I strongly believe the greatest thing an 
artist can hope for is that the viewer will truly and 
deeply feel emotion of any kind.

Chiara Marcy, Light Beyond the Breaking Point 
When I started making art, I was grasping for 
control. Eventually, I realized that art is the one 
place where it’s encouraged to lose control and chase 
imperfection. When I make art, I can breathe.

Cleopatra Martushev, Abandoned 
The idea was that the spaceship crash-landed on a 
foreign planet and was abandoned. It represents a 
sense of abandonment and the ability to move on. 

Sadie McAndrew, Gutter 
People inspire me to make art. They are my art, in the 
best conditions and in the worst. I see the beauty in 
people through my lens.

Anthony McFarland, Motherhood 
I’ve always had an infatuation with dragons. The base 
arm shape is an extruded piece of clay wrapped into 
an arm shape. The egg was molded by hand from a 
ball of clay. 

Gwenn McGill, Intimate Strangers 
I have a wanderlust that has led me to travel for 
much of my life. It wasn’t until I picked up a camera 
that I realized how much I enjoy capturing the 
essence of my experiences through photography.

Natalie Naumov, Summer 
I love how the shadow from the basket spills onto 
the vibrant yellow color of the bike. I named this 
photograph “Summer” because of the warm and 
happy feelings that it evokes.

Ashlee Nelson, Saudade 
I am a queer writer and illustrator. This piece was 
inspired originally by the idea of a heavy weight 
between two people and the words that need to be 
said but go unrecognized.

Tyler Olson, Stars 
Stars have a very metaphysical place in my heart 
because they represent infinity. This photo was taken 
at Trillium Lake and the mountain is Mt. Hood. 

Emily O’Neal, Black and White Perspectives From 
Shirley Plantation 
I went to Shirley Plantation thinking I would learn 
about black history, but there was only brief mention 
of the black experience. I wondered why there was 
so little provided, and it left me thinking about the 
stories we allow to be told, and the ones we don’t.

Emily O’Neal, Summer in the Garden 
This is a pastel drawing done at Fort Vancouver. 
Having lived in Vancouver all my life, and as a 
gardener, I have come to cherish that garden. 

Sean Pagon, Sand Flower 
I created this piece to show how life could progress. 
The flower itself is a mysterious entity of near purity 
towards its homeland, the desert night.

Tyson Palmour, Beyonder 
This painting took me about six months off and on 
to complete. It is a representation of evolution and 
growth in one’s life.

Jeffrey Points, Dragon Fire 
I grew up with The Lord of the Rings and have always 
been interested in filmmaking, fantasy, and the 
Middle Ages. I started photography just over a year 
ago, so I could create images that felt cinematic.

Christine Popescu, Paper Jungle 
I wanted to create a painting that looks like it’s 
growing out of the frame, as if the viewer could step 
through the leaves into this dense rainforest.

Christine Popescu, Portrait of My Father 
I decided to make this portrait of my dad because it 
was around his birthday.  I used hatching marks to 
create light, shadow, and dimension. 

Natalie Quinn, Hershell 
This piece presents a character that I use in a lot of 
my art. I sculpted this piece and then used iron oxide 
over the face to add depth. His mustache was made 
out of clay extruded out of a garlic press. 

Natalie Quinn, Petals 
This pitcher was built using slab construction. I used 
red iron oxide, completely covering the piece in the 
stain, and then rubbed it away in some areas. These 
parts revealed the natural color of the clay.

Tyler Reyes, Headspun 
I am an amateur illustrator born and raised in 
Vancouver. I enjoy creating unsettling, bizarre, or 
macabre drawings. 

Janet Rodriguez, Helium Guidance 
The bright colors on the octopus symbolize how 
bright you can truly be and that it’s all right to stand 
out. The balloons are there to inspire others to rise up. 
If you fall down, just keep climbing like a balloon. 

Lindsay Roszko, Tiny Universe 
The top portion of this piece (right-hand corner) was 
inspired by a band called Love as Laughter, as their 
album Laughter’s Fifth was what I was listening to.

Gloria Rudzinski, Goblin Gauntlet 
This piece was conceptualized during a period of 
emotional difficulty and served as a therapeutic 
outlet. It signifies the choice to create beauty and 
protection instead of destruction and self-harm.

Heidi Schneider, The True Brave are Not Free 
I have deep respect and sorrow for Native American 
people. This acrylic painting is my way of honoring 
the past and present the courage of the indigenous.
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Emily Shirron, Copper Patina Memoriam 
The glaze, Copper Patina, is now discontinued, and I 
was trying my best to show how beautiful it is before 
it’s gone. I love how it looks fused to the red clay. 

Cy’aira Shotwell, What We Used To Have 
Having grown up in the city, the busyness, people, 
cars, and even buildings become overwhelming. I 
would love to get away, but every time I try, my brain 
is just intertwined with the city.

David Tsay, Sillyreal 
My image is just a quick portrait I took while 
incorporating bright colors that give the background 
importance. Silly cereal. 

Peter Williams, Totality 
I love photographic images that combine the natural 
world with unusual lighting. This image of the recent 
total solar eclipse was taken in Corvallis, Oregon. 

WRITERS
Erica Beauchamp, Shoes 
It’s the moments we hate or take for granted that 
become the most meaningful. I was struck by how 
many memories can be attached to an object and 
how that object can represent many things.

Erica Beauchamp, To-Do List 
I was contemplating how often the mundane 
moments of life are the ones that hold the most 
meaning. The moments we hope will pass quickly are 
the ones we end up clinging to most tightly.

David Bradley, Monster 
This piece touches on a reality of internalized conflict 
that many face due to the stigma that follows men. 
My goal was to give the reader a lens into what that 
conflict might look like. I take the reader down the 
corridors of my life and through doors I swore I 
would never open for anyone.

Samantha Brooks, Stars 
Stars was a response to one of the most difficult years 
of my life. I had achieved “success” but had no social 
life and never saw my family. I was consumed by 
loneliness and felt betrayed by the people around me. 

Reid Brown, Packrat 
I was inspired by my parents’ stories of barrelling into 
adulthood with the idea of needing to be in control 
of uncontrollable circumstances. It was written with 
my home state of South Carolina in mind. 
 
Ginger Clarke, Proxy for the Dead 
This piece was partially inspired by a military woman 
I knew. She left due to her pregnancy, unable to 
afford child care on military salaries. The rest was 
inspired by my experiences as an army brat.

Randal Houle, Rain Totem 
This poem began as a dervish essay. I have been 
working with the use of repetition, anaphora, 
alliteration, and other prose devices to enhance the 
essay experience. 

Anika Jatho, Media Nox 
I wrote this poem to tell the story of a student who 
can’t sleep and goes out to look at the stars. While 
most people don’t wander the streets, they get weary 
of running in circles and wish they could stop for a 
second and appreciate the world.

Amber Leckie, The Human Condition 
This piece is about how life can be extremely 
frustrating and invigorating all at the same time. 
These characters are genuine to me, and I hope they 
resemble real individuals in the readers’ lives too. 

Christopher Luna, take off your shoes the ground you 
stand on is soaked in blood 
Outside the Tacoma Dome, I contemplated the 
arrogance of believing that one’s culture or belief 
system makes one inherently better than another.

Taylor Mata,  
This is not a trap because I am not a thing 
This is my response to feeling constantly objectified 
by the male gaze. It embodies the idea that the 
personal is political. This was inspired by a night I felt 
my consent hadn’t been given. I was so mad and hurt 
knowing I was not the first and last fem-presenting 
person that was going to be seen as a sex object. 

Lynnie McIlvain,  
an imagining of the artist devoured 
I grew up writing. I have no memories before then. 
When you sit with something for a long time, it 
becomes the lens through which you view the world. 
It becomes the world itself. It demands attention like 
a child. It becomes exactly who you are.

Lynnie McIlvain, py40 
Yellow has been a recurring color in my life, but 
it has hardly ever been happy. I wanted to write 
something about the leaving but also the taking—the 
inevitable things that are removed from us not out of 
maliciousness, but out of necessity. 

Kathryn Peck, Soul 
The world wears upon us in a way that can be felt 
through a shoe. You look at an old pair of boots and 
you see the amazing life they lived.

Colton Rasanen, Drop 
My poem is a statement on the nuclear bombs 
used by the U.S. in WWII. My intent is to write 
with enough imagery to transport the reader to the 
intended setting. I hope the reader is able to connect 
to the emotion in this poem and feel empathy 
towards the affected people. 

Megan Robb, Uninspired 
I created this piece when I was going through writer’s 
block. My idea was to write through that frustration. 
This poem symbolizes just how lost I felt in my own 
mind. Even though I sometimes have this lack of 
inspiration, I never quit writing—I can't.

Angela Sutherland, If I Were a Single Mother 
I was inspired by an incident a customer talked about 
when she had chucked a turkey at her brother during 
an argument. I thought it was so funny. I envisioned 
a tired single mom, a comedic meltdown, and an 
already dead bird.

Jennifer Urban, I’ve Watered Those Flowers 
This poem is a take on humor and rhyming, both of 
which I am not well known for. This idea came to me 
before my final portfolio was due and it almost wrote 
itself. The poem is my personal favorite. 

 
 

Christianne Verzosa, Flowers and Love Letters 
It’s incredibly difficult to realize that a relationship 
has become toxic, but it is important to. While it’s 
obvious in this work of fiction, toxic relationships 
can be much more nuanced, and it is important to 
identify them.

Grace Willcox, amnesia 
I wrote this after leaving a long-term relationship. 
The poem reminded me that we can only do so much 
until a limit has been reached. The faster we accept 
that, the easier it becomes to let go of pain and guilt.

Leah Zelyak, Galaxy Tucked Away 
I strongly believe that each life holds a purpose. 
Writing is a way to understand life. I hope that 
through this poem, the reader can see that there is 
always hope and a deeper meaning to life. 

Darlene Zimbardi, The Radio Rolled Me 
This piece speaks to the power of objects, in this 
case, my grandmom’s radio stirring connections over 
generations. Life doesn’t work out the way you plan, 
but a dog and a song are always at hand. 
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSHOW TO SUBMIT
We are searching for thought-provoking poems, works of fiction and creative non-fiction, visual 
art, and original music by Clark students, staff, faculty and alumni that resonate with us as 
readers, writers, listeners and viewers. Submissions are accepted year-round through the online 
submission system, Submittable.

Guidelines: 

• You must be a student, alumnus, or staff/faculty member in the year of publication. 

• Please limit submissions to six total literary pieces and four pieces per category in visual art, 
music, video/animation, or performance. Additionally, there is a maximum of two works per 
genre. A series of artwork, such as a diptych, counts as one piece. Graphic novels count as 
literary works unless they are entered in the illustration category of visual art. 

• Submissions should be anonymous. No names should be visible on your work. 

• Literary works must be Times New Roman, 12 point font, double-spaced, and include a 
word count. Attach literary submissions as .doc or .docx files.

• Music, video and animation submissions must be submitted as an embedded video format 
(e.g. YouTube, Vimeo, or SoundCloud.) Email your link with your entry. Also include a still 
frame graphic in jpeg format.

• 2D and 3D artwork submissions must be scanned or photographed by you or with the help 
of the Phoenix staff before the submission date. For tips check out the Phoenix website listed 
above or email phoenix@clark.edu for help.

• Include a brief contributor's statement on Submittable that says something substantive 
about the work. A successful statement will help reveal something, provide insight or an 
entry point into the work.

Submit online at: www.clarkphoenix.com

Interested in learning about the Phoenix editing and production process? Take English 277 or 
Art 270. They will both be available in Winter 2019, and Art 270 is also offered in Spring 2019. 
Many of the students who take these courses go on to become paid staff members. Volunteer 
positions are also available. For more information about how to get involved in Phoenix, contact 
Elizabeth Donley at edonley@clark.edu or Kathrena Halsinger at khalsinger@clark.edu.

The Literary Staff would like to thank Alexis Nelson, Dawn Knopf, Cydney Topping, 
Toby Peterson, Gerry Smith, Michael Guerra, Denise Rotellini, Donna Wheeler, and 
the English faculty of Clark College. 

The Art Staff would like to thank Robert Abrahamson, Ian Beckett, Lisa Conway, 
Damien Gilley, Grant Hottle, Kristl Plinz, Michelle Ramin, Wendy Riley, Senseney 
Stokes, Susan Stutz, Becky Udwary, and the Art faculty of Clark College. 

Cover art and pattern by Victoria Gutierrez

Opening quote and concept by Joel Halnan

REGARDING SELECTION

All selections featured in Phoenix 2018 were chosen by an anonymous jurying process 
using criteria developed beforehand by the Phoenix staff. 

The literary selections are made by the literary editing student staff. 

The video, animation, and music categories were chosen by a group of appointed 
Phoenix staff with help by expert and faculty mentors in their respective categories.

The fine art selection committee members are advanced students that were nominated 
to serve by Clark's Art faculty. 

Fine Art Selection Committee
Ray Bennett, Ruby-Anne Chapman, Morgan Dona, Sierra Hayden, Dakoda Hughes, 
Joanna Lafayette, Justin Stachowiak, and Kriza Uyan.

Dedicated in memoriam to Jonathan Patterson, 5.23.95-3.28.18.
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COLOPHON
Phoenix was produced during the 2017-
2018 academic year at Clark College's 
main campus on Apple iMacs using Adobe 
software. Layout was done in Adobe 
InDesign. Images were photographed using 
a Canon digital SLR or scanned on an 
Epson 10000xl. Images were adjusted for 
color accuracy in Adobe Photoshop.

Body text was set in Adobe Caslon. 
Headlines, captions, folio and pull quotes 
were set in Avenir. 
Phoenix was printed by Brown Printing in 
Portland, OR on 80# Pacesetter Silk paper.


